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Sammanfattning 
 
DHL är ett globalt logistikföretag som erbjuder transporttjänster med flyg, 
lastbil, tåg och båt. I Sverige är DHL:s distributionsnätverk för vägtransporter 
en sammanslagning av flera mindre nätverk. I detta nätverk finns ett antal så 
kallade pick up and delivery (PUD) terminaler på strategiskt utvalda punkter. 
Dessa terminaler har utvecklats oberoende av varandra med individuellt 
utformade terminallayouter och processer för hantering av gods. I ett försök att 
förbättra effektiviteten i terminalerna har DHL utvecklat en ny europeisk 
standard för dessa. Denna standard kallas Standard Equipment and Facilities 
(SEF) och omfattar terminalens utrustning, hanteringsprocesser och 
byggnadstekniska egenskaper. 
 
SEF standarden beskriver två terminalbyggnader SEF 30 och SEF 37,5 som är 
30 respektive 37.5 meter breda. I Sverige har DHL tidigare använt en standard 
SE 40,5 som är 40.5 meter bred. Därför finns det ett intresse av att jämföra 
dessa två den europeiska standarden med den svenska. Dessutom finns det 
intresse av att studera en modifikation av den 37.5 meter breda terminalen där 
in- och utlastningsytor har förkortats, denna kallas SEF 37,5 SLL (Shortened 
Lane Length). 
 
Syftet med detta examensarbete är att fastställa vilken av dessa 
byggnadsstandarder som är mest kostnadseffektiv med avseende på årlig 
kostand för byggnad, hantering och utrustning. 
 
Arbetet är en fallstudie med utgångspunkt i sändningsdata från godsterminalen 
i Västberga. Terminalerna planeras enligt teorier om layoutplanering och 
kostnaderna för hantering och utrustning beräknas genom att beräkna total 
aktivitetstid med hjälp av DHL:s verktyg för terminalplanering; Terminal 
Recource Planning (TRP). 
 
Resultaten visar på att SEF 37.5 SLL är den mest kostnadseffektiva terminalen. 
Det är dock inte fastslaget att det är möjligt att förkorta in- och utlastningsytor 
vilket är ett föremål för vidare studier. 
 
Resultaten visar också att skillnaderna i totalkostnad mellan de olika 
terminalerna är liten samt att kostnaden för att bygga terminalen endast utgör 
25 % av totalkostnaden när en ekonomisk livslängd på tio år används för 
beräkning. De små skillnaderna I totalkostnad mellan terminalerna och det 
faktum att byggnadskostnadens bidrag är litet leder till slutsatsen att det är 
viktigare att planera terminalen väl än att använda den mest optimal standarden.
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Abstract 
 
DHL is a global logistics company. Prior to the merge with Danzas in 2003 
DHL was a global air express company. Today DHL offers other services such 
as ocean freight and road transport. The Swedish road distribution network is a 
merge of several distribution networks with strategically located pickup and 
delivery (PUD) terminal. Because these terminals have individually developed 
pickup and delivery terminal layouts and processes for handling goods there are 
large potentials for savings. In an effort to improve the efficiency of the pickup 
and delivery terminals DHL is developing a European pickup and delivery 
terminal standard. This standard is called Standard Equipment and Facility 
(SEF) and includes equipment, handling process and facility standards. 
 
The SEF facility standard describes two alternative layouts of the terminals, 
which are 30 and 37.5 meters wide. However, there is an interest in evaluating 
the SEF facility standard and comparing it with a 40.5 meters wide terminal. 
There is also an interest in evaluating a modified layout of the 37.5 meters wide 
terminal with Shorter Lane Length, SLL. The studied terminal facilities are 
called SEF 30, SEF 37.5, SEF 37.5 SLL and SE 40.5. 
 
The aim of this Master’s thesis is to determine the most cost efficient facility 
standard in terms of annual total cost, which is the sum of building, handling 
and equipment cost. 
 
The thesis is based on a case study of different layouts for a PUD terminal. 
Each terminal is set up according to layout planning theories and handling and 
equipment cost is calculated by running the workload for each layout in DHL’s 
terminal management tool Terminal Resource Planning, TRP. 
 
The result shows that SEF 37.5 SLL is the most cost efficient layout. However, 
it is not proven that it is possible to shorten the lane length and this remains to 
be addressed.  
 
SE 40.5 is the most cost efficient terminal if it is not possible to shorter lane  
length. However, less than 0.9 MSEK differ between the top-four layouts of the 
five layouts evaluated. The result also shows that building cost corresponds to 
less than 25 percent of total cost when economic life is set to ten years. 
 
The small difference in total cost and the little significance of building cost 
leads to a final conclusion. It is more important to plan the terminal well, than 
to use the optimal terminal standard.
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Introduction 
This chapter presents background, purpose, scope and limitations. It also 
presents an introduction to DHL. 
 

1.1 Background 
In the last few years DHL has gone through some major changes. The new 
DHL, formed in April of 2003, is the result of the merger between Danzas and 
DHL. As a result DHL is operating a global transport network offering their 
customers a wide range of products ranging from standardized road transports 
to global express transports by air. (Dahlin) 
 
One of the business branches, Road Express, is a fusion of several distribution 
networks with individually developed Pickup and delivery (PuD) terminal 
layouts with different processes for handling goods. This means that many 
terminals can be improved in terms of space utilization and handling. (Ibid) 
 
In an effort to reduce cost and improve customer satisfaction DHL is 
developing a European standard for new PuD terminals. This is done within a 
project called Standard Equipment and Facility (SEF) and includes equipment, 
handling processes and facility standards. (Ibid) 
 
The SEF facility standard describes two layout alternatives for the terminal 
building. The width of these alternatives is 30 and 37.5 meters. There are no 
official names for these layout standards but in this report they are called 
SEF 30 and SEF 37.5. (Ibid) 
 
DHL Nordic Engineering and Infrastructure is playing an active role in the SEF 
project and wants to make a more detailed layout study. In the past the Nordic 
region has used a 40.5-meter wide terminal. This terminal is called SE 40.5 in 
this report. Primarily the Nordic region wants to compare SE 40.5 with the SEF 
standard, but there is also an interest in studying a modified version of the 
layouts. (Ibid) 
 
A detailed study of these layouts would give DHL more information whether 
the company should consider other terminals than the ones specified in the SEF 
standard. The aspects of the standards that need to be evaluated are the cost for 
building a terminal according to the standard, the cost for handling and 
equipment generated in such a terminal. (Ibid) 
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One of the major costs for building a terminal is the cost for building gates. In 
order to keep this cost as low as possible it is also of interest to examine if 
increasing their utilization can reduce the number of gates. (Ibid) 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose is to determine the most cost efficient pickup and delivery 
terminal layout standard. 

1.3 Scope and limitations 
The scope is to set up efficient layouts and evaluate the standards 

• SEF 30 
• SEF 37.5 
• SE 40.5. 
• Modified terminal layout standard 

 
The layout standards are evaluated in terms of total cost, which consists of 
 

• Handling cost; cost for internal transports and other handling activities. 
• Building cost; cost for building the terminal. 
• Equipment cost; cost for forklifts scanners, etc. 

 
The study is limited to the pallet-handling module i.e. the building that load and 
unload PuD trucks. The modules for PuD vans are excluded from the study. 
However, all shipments passing through the pallet handling, i.e. shipments 
leaving the terminal in the PuD van module is also included since they also 
contribute to the workload and traffic in the pallet handling module. 
  
The building cost is based on floor cost and gate cost. The cost for roof, walls, 
windows, etc is excluded because floor cost and gate cost are the most 
important building cost factors. 
 
The parcel (COY) sort module is fixed on one of the short sides of the building 
to make layout planning easier. This is also the in/out-point to the PuD van 
module. 
 
The cost for equipment is limited to forklift cost because it is the only 
equipment cost that is affected by internal transports and thereby layout 
dependent. Other equipment cost such as scanners is not affected by internal 
transports, which makes it irrelevant when evaluating different terminal 
layouts. 
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1.4 Introduction to DHL 
Adrian Dalsey, Larry Hillblom and Robert Lynn founded DHL in 1969. The 
name DHL is the abbreviation of the first letter in the founders’ last names. 
DHL started shipping custom clearance papers by airplane from San Francisco 
to Hawaii. The idea was to start the custom process of cargo transported by 
ship at sea before the ship arrived to the harbor. This way waiting time in 
harbour was reduced which in turn meant time saved for the customer. With 
this concept the new air express industry was born. (The Story of DHL). 
 
Over the years DHL has expanded its services into different areas regarding 
both business and geography. In the 1970:s offices was opened in Asia, Europe, 
Latin America and the Middle East. 1979 DHL expanded its services to 
delivering packages and in 1983 they were the first air express forwarder to 
serve Eastern European Countries. (Ibid) 
 
In 1985 a state of the art Hub was opened in Brussels that handle 165,000 
shipments per night and in 1993 DHL made an investment in a hub facility in 
Baharain. In 1998 Deutsche Post became a shareholder in DHL and the share 
was increased to 100% in December 2002.Today DHL has over 1 million 
customers in more than 220 countries and territories worldwide making over 
160 million shipments each year. (Ibid) 
 
On April 1, 2003, Danzas, Deutsche Post Euro Express and DHL were 
integrated into the repositioned DHL brand within Deutsche Post World Net. 
Within Deutsche Post World Net there are three corporate divisions Mail, 
Express/Logistics and finance. In the Express/Logistics division four business 
areas are included: 
 

• DHL Express; handles shipments of everything from express letters to 
pallets 

• DHL Danzas Air & Ocean; handles international air and ocean freight 
• DHL Freight; handles freight in Europe 
• DHL Solutions; provides customers with IT-based solutions along the 

entire supply chain 
 
With this network DHL can deliver shipments to 120 000 destinations 
worldwide and branch specific logistics solutions such as design of supply 
chains and third part logistics. (Ibid) 
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2 Theory 
This chapter presents the theories that this study is based upon. It includes 
theories about warehouses and layout planning. 

2.1 Warehouse 
Warehousing is storage of goods prior to their use. Broadly interpreted, this 
definition includes a wide spectrum of facilities and locations which provide 
warehousing, such as storage of finished goods in the production facility, the 
storage of raw materials, industrial goods, finished goods while they are in 
transport etc. (Bardi 1981) 
 
The basic demand for warehousing is determined by the quantity and variety of 
commodities that require storage and the basic warehouse operations are 
movement and storage. Inventories can be divided into two categories, physical 
supply and physical distribution with storage as the dominant operation in the 
first category and movement in the second. (Ibid) 
 
Distribution warehouses are characterized by the movement operation; goods 
move through the warehouse rapidly, i.e., there is a rapid turnover in such 
warehouses. The main purpose for these warehouses is the need for larger firms 
to collect their various product lines from different plants at strategic points to 
combine the appropriate mix of products to meet customer needs. This 
assembling, mixing and distribution is the very essence of distribution 
warehousing. (Ibid) 
 
Frazelle (2001) states that warehouses have the following fundamental set of 
activities in their operations: 
 

1. Receiving, the collection of activities performed when shipments arrive 
at the warehouse. 

2. Prepacking, performed when products are received in bulk from a 
supplier and subsequently packaged singly. 

3. Put away, the act of placing merchandise in storage. 
4. Storage, the containment of merchandise while it is awaiting demand. 
5. Order picking, the process of removing items from storage to meet a 

specific demand. 
6. Packaging, individual items are boxed for more convenient use. 
7. Sorting, batch picks are divided into individual orders and distributed 

picks are accumulated into orders. 
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8. Packing and shipment, includes activities for making sure the shipment 
is complete, preparing documents and accumulating orders by outbound 
carrier. 

2.2 Warehouse layout planning 
Layout planning is planning that involves decisions about the physical 
arrangement of economic departments within a facility. An economic 
department can be anything that consumes space i.e. storage areas, aisles, an 
office etc. The goal of layout planning is to allow workers to operate most 
efficiently. (Krajevski et al. 1999) 
 
Mohsen (1999) describes a number of layout planning activities. These 
activities are: 
 

1. Specifying the purpose and mission of the warehouse 
In order to provide designers of a first conception of the expected levels of 
operations and requirements, it has to be specified which role the warehouse 
will play in the network. For example if it is a distribution or fulfilment 
centre. Several aspects such as through put rate and space utilization are 
impacted depending on the role the warehouse is supposed to play in the 
distribution network. 
 
2. Forecasting and analysis of the demand 
This step is required for setting the capacity of the warehouse and preparing 
information used in subsequent steps in determining inventory levels, 
equipment, and assignment of items to storage locations. Among other 
things it has to be determined which items have high and low demand, 
trends and changes in demand pattern and mix, variations in demand and 
volume of orders.  
 
3. Establishing operating policies 
The operations in the warehouse, the activities and their sequence have to be 
determined since they have impact on the design of the layout.  It also has to 
be investigated under which conditions each operational policy will be used. 
That way requirements on the design that meet these conditions can be 
established. For example if there are a large number of orders with small 
sizes, batch picking should be used. In this step it is also decided whether to 
store items individually or in classes.  
 
4. Determining the inventory levels 
Determining inventory levels is a decision that impacts the warehouse size 
and helps in estimating space requirements. This step is complicated from 
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variability in the size and timing of the demand from the customers; these 
decisions are based on forecasts and analysis of demand from step two. 
Inventory decisions also affect subsequent steps on space allocation and 
storage assignment and may have to be considered simultaneously with 
them. 
  
5. Class information 
This step is performed if an operating policy states that items should be 
stored in classes. Classes are formed for items based on their demand, 
physical characteristics, compatibility or geographic destination. Using 
classes helps reduce picking time and distance travelled in the warehouse. 
Through distribution of the classes over a wide area of the warehouse 
congestion may be reduced. 
 
6. Departmentalisation and the general layout 
A warehouse consists of several departments. Using information from step 
one and three these departments are identified and arranged. The main 
departments of a warehouse correspond the major functions, receiving, 
storage, packing, sorting and shipping. Once departmentalisation is 
accomplished the general arrangement of departments in a warehouse can 
be established as in a flow shop layout. This layout type is suitable since the 
majority of items passing through it require the same operations and thus 
follow the same sequence. 
 
7. Storage partition 
 Storage is usually partitioned into reserve and picking areas to facilitate 
operations, reduce movement and account for factors such as demand, size 
and unit loads.  These areas can be partitioned further into sub areas based 
on demand and unit load size. For example, the reserve area may be 
partitioned into sub areas for separate storage of pallets and cases. 
 
8. Design of material handling, storage and sortation system 
Design of these functions is a major activity in its own right. Although it 
should be accounted for in the design of the warehouse layout due to 
interrelation with aisles, space requirements, utilization of the cube, storage 
assignment, movement in the warehouse and to the general flow pattern 
determined in step six. Decisions are made concerning storage method, 
depth of storage, the type and dimensions of unit loads, the type, number 
and capacity of handling equipment and assignment of equipment to 
particular areas of the warehouse. 
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9. Design of aisles 
Determining the number of aisles, their location, orientation, length and 
width is an important step in designing a warehouse layout due to its impact 
on space needs, operations, material handling and storage assignment. There 
are trade-offs involved in making the decisions for aisle design. For 
example, using a large number of aisles consumes valuable space whereas 
using small number causes congestion and delays. Designers have to decide 
whether large space or congestion should be avoided. 
 
10.  Determining space requirements 
At this step an estimate of space needs for the warehouse is made. The cost 
of land, overhead and sometimes scarcity of land necessitate making such 
an estimate carefully. A wrong estimate of space needs could lead to 
crowded conditions on the one hand and wasted space on the other hand. 
The space requirements depend on various factors; among them inventory 
levels, number and size of aisles, departmentalisation, the type, the number 
and size of storage equipment, depth and height of storage, and size of 
sorting system. 
 
11.  Determining the number and location of I/O points 
The number and locations of I/O points affect impact throughput, picking 
distance and time, the assignment of items to storage and congestion. I/O 
points are needed for departments, sortation systems, aisles and equipment. 
The location of I/O points should be considered relative the flow pattern of 
the layout in order to maintain the simplicity. 
 
12.   Determining the number and location of docks 
Having several docks in a warehouse is necessary in order to accommodate 
various transportation modes, reduce delays and provide routing flexibility. 
Further they allow cross docking to be performed without interference with 
receiving and shipping operations. Docks may be distributed over several 
sides of a warehouse. However, their location should in general be related to 
the flow pattern in order to organise movement. 
 
13.  Arrangement of storage 
The assignment of items to storage locations is an essential step in the 
design of a warehouse due to its impact on movement and time cost, 
throughput, productivity of pickers and congestion. Rules for the assignment 
of items to storage locations have to be carefully selected so that they can 
support the operations of a warehouse and help it achieve its objectives.  
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The decisions required in this step include: 
• Determining the location of storage equipment 
• The assignment of items and classes to storage locations relative to 

I/O points or to each other 
• The arrangement of items within each class 

 
The assignment decisions rely on information from previous steps 
concerned with analysis of demand, class formation, departmentalisation, 
storage partition, and design of storage system.  
 
14.  Zone information 
Zone information involves partitioning the picking area or part of it into 
zones where a picker picks only from an assigned zone. It is an example of 
modularity that could help improve picking and flexibility of operations. 
The number, size and composition of zones are variables that should be 
carefully determined in order to avoid increasing movement and picking 
time.  
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3 Method 
This chapter presents the research approach and procedure along with a 
general discussion about data retrieval and method criticism. 

3.1 Research approach 
Zikmund (2000) presents three types of approaches to a scientific study; case 
study, survey and pilot study. A case study is the appropriate method when the 
purpose is to study a specific situation or compare similar situations. If the 
purpose is to gather information from several sources or a large population one 
should choose to perform a survey. Finally, the pilot study is the appropriate 
method if the purpose is to produce primary data in a small scale. Since the 
purpose is to compare several layouts, the terminal layout study is executed as a 
case study. 
 

3.2 Data retrieval 
The study is based on a combination of primary and secondary data. Primary 
data is information that is gathered directly from the studied situation. This type 
of information is sometimes difficult to extract and identify but is very valuable 
since it is easy to apply to the studied situation. (Kumar, 1999) 
 
Secondary data is information that is published independent from the studied 
situation. This type of information is easier to get hold of. The problem with 
secondary data is that it is difficult to find relevant information of that kind 
since it was put together from investigations with a different purpose. (Kumar, 
1999) 
 

3.2.1 Primary data 
The study is based on shipment data for one day at the PuD terminal in 
Västberga. PuD terminals were mapped in terms of functions, flow of 
materials, products etc by several visits to the PuD terminals in Västberga, 
Uppsala and Borlänge. The information was documented and discussed with 
terminal workers and colleagues at the office before applying it to the layout 
study. The workload for each layout was calculated with the terminal 
management tool, TRP, developed by DHL Engineering and Infrastructure. 
 

3.2.2 Secondary data 
Besides basing the study on observations and shipment data, the authors 
initially studied literature, articles and internal documents concerning layout 
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planning and PUD terminals. The source of the secondary information was 
primarily found by using search engines such as Libris and databases like 
Emerald and Ebsco found on the Luleå University of Technology’s library 
websight. Words like “layout planning”, “distribution terminal”, “warehouse”, 
“simulation”, etc were used when searching information. 
 

3.3 Method criticism and discussion 
The research method is critical for generating a correct and reliable result. No 
method is perfect which is why it always has to be evaluated in terms of 
validity and reliability. Validity describes the degree of which the method 
measures what it is supposed to measure. Reliability describes how the method 
is affected by random variation (Wiedersheim-Paul & Erikssson 1999). 
 

3.3.1 Validity 
One of the weaknesses with a case study is that it is based on the circumstances 
of the studied case. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions that are 
applicable to other cases. However, a case study indicates trends that are 
applicable on more than the studied case. (Wiederheim-Paul &Eriksson 1999). 
 
Since this study is based on shipment data from the PuD terminal in Västberga 
the result of the terminal layout study is not necessarily applicable on terminals 
on other sites. However, it presents trends that are applicable on other sites and 
provides a method for profound analysis that is not possible with a more 
general study. 
 

3.3.2 Reliability 
A reliable study should generate the same result if it is repeated at a different 
time (Wiederheim-Paul &Eriksson 1999). The fact that the terminal study is 
based on a set of shipments for one day makes it possible that daily variations 
would generate a different result if the study were repeated at a different time. 
However, a different shipment volume would not necessarily have a large 
impact on the result and if the same shipment data is used again the exact same 
result will be calculated. 
 
Another reason for questioning the reliability is the statistical samplings that 
were made to calculate space utilization. To improve the reliability of these 
results predefined forms were used to make it easier to record the information 
and minimize error. The samplings were also collected at more than one 
location, which makes the result more reliable. 
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Interviews are always an activity that affects reliability. The people that answer 
the questions might not be totally honest because they might think that honest 
answers might effect them negatively in the long run. To eliminate this problem 
several people were interviewed to receive the same information. The results 
were also discussed with terminal workers and colleagues at the office before 
applying the result on the layouts. 
 

3.4 Procedure 
This chapter describes the procedure of the Terminal layout study. Flow chart 
3.4 illustrates the critical procedure activities, which are described in this 
chapter briefly. 
 

Terminal 
theory

Terminal 
mapping

Layout 
planning

TRP 
workload 

calculation
Result Result 

diskussion
Conclusion 

Cost 
calculation

Terminal 
theory

Terminal 
theory

Terminal 
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Terminal 
mapping

Layout 
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Layout 

planning
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TRP 
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Result 
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Conclusion Conclusion 
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Cost 
calculation

 
Flow chart 3.4 Flow chart procedure 

 
Initially theories about terminals and layout planning were gathered and 
studied. This activity was critical for building the research on profound 
theoretical knowledge. DHL’s PuD terminals were then mapped in terms of 
products, flow of materials, truck fleet ect. Based on the theoretical studies and 
the information that was gathered in the terminal mapping various terminal 
layouts were set up and simulated in DHL’s PuD terminal management tool 
TRP, Terminal Resouce Planning.  
 
The TRP simulation model generates time spent for activities performed in the 
terminal and the number of forklift trucks necessary to handle the extracted set 
of shipments. The result of the TRP simulation is the base for the handling and 
equipment cost calculation. The simulated layout is the base for the building 
cost calculation.  
 
The result is the actual layout and the total cost for each terminal layout. After 
calculating the workload for each layout the results were analyzed and 
compared to identify the critical cost drivers. Finally the result of the analysis 
was put together in a number of conclusions and recommendations. 
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4 Pickup and Delivery (PuD) terminal mapping 
This chapter introduces the general aspects of a PuD terminal in DHL: s 
distribution network.  
 

4.1 Pickup and Delivery (PuD) terminal 
In DHL:s distribution network there are a number of PuD terminals. Around 
each terminal there is a number of PuD-routes and between the terminals there 
are line hauls. The PuD-routes are operated by PuD-trucks and vans, each one 
operating a designated route along which they pick up and deliver shipments. A 
PuD truck is a small truck used primarily for transporting shipments handled on 
pallets. A PuD van is primarily used for transporting parcel shipments. 
(Ljungberg) 
 
At the terminal shipments are picked up along the PuD routes and loaded onto 
line haul trucks for transport to other terminals. The other way around 
shipments that are to be delivered to consignees along the PuD routes arrive 
with line haul trucks from other terminals. A line haul truck has big loading 
capacity. On destinations with high shipment volumes a trailer can be added to 
the truck. (Ibid) 
 

    

T1   

T3  

T2  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1a Pickup and delivery distribution network 
 
Figure 4.1a illustrates a part of a distribution network. T1, T2 and T3 represent 
PuD terminals, each one serving a populated area surrounding the terminal 
represented by the circles. Within each circle there are a number of PuD routes 
operated by PuD:s delivering and picking up shipments. The arrows between 
the terminals represent line hauls operated by trucks transporting shipments 
between them. (Ibid) 
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These operations define two tasks for the PuD terminals, to consolidate and to 
distribute shipments. Distribution is the act of delivering shipments from other 
terminals to consignees in the area served by the terminal and consolidating is 
the act of picking up shipments from the same area and loading them onto line 
haul trucks for transport to other terminals. The distribution and consolidation 
of shipments divides the terminal operations into two timeslots, the arriving 
and the departing time slot illustrated in figure 4.1b (Ibid) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘ 

 

Terminal Terminal 

Departing g Departing ArrivinArriving 

Consolidation Distribution 
 
Figure 4.1b. Consolidation and Distribution in the departing and arriving time 
slot. 
 

4.2 Arriving time slot 
The time slot where shipments are distributed is called the arriving time slot 
and starts at approximately 10.00 pm when the first line haul truck arrives the 
terminal. The shipments that arrive with line haul trucks make out the arriving 
flow of goods. (Ljungberg) 
 
At arrival the shipments are scanned, sorted by delivery route and loaded onto 
PuD-trucks or vans. The loading of the PuD-trucks and vans starts at 
approximately 07.00 am, when all Line Haul trucks have arrived and most of 
the shipments have been sorted. When a PuD truck or van is loaded it leaves 
the terminal and commence its delivery route. All PuDs must leave the terminal 
before 09.00 am to be able to finish their delivery route on time. (Ibid) 
 

4.3 Departing time slot 
The time slot where shipments are consolidated is called the departing time slot 
and starts at approximately 01.00 pm when the first PuD return to the terminal 
after finishing its route. The shipments that have been picked up along the PuD 
routes make out the departing flow of goods. This flow runs in the opposite 
direction of the arriving flow, from PuD to line haul. (Ljungberg) 
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Before departing the shipments are scanned, sorted by line haul and loaded for 
transportation. The loading of line haul trucks takes place between 04.00 and 
09.00 pm. (Ibid) 
 

4.4 Products 
Shipments can be one of two products, conveyable (COY) or non conveyable 
(NCY). COY: shipments are typically parcels and has a maximum weight of 
150 kg and 35 kg per COY item. COY shipments are handled and transported 
in cages. The base of a cage is a standard EU-pallet with the measurements 1,2 
x 0,8 meters and the height of the cage is 1.8 meters. Inside the terminal cages 
are transported using forklift trucks (DHL Product Manual). 
 
NCY shipments have a maximum weight of 1000 kgs and are handled on 
pallets. The pallet size can be 0,6x0,4 meters, 1,2x0,8 meters or 2,4x1,6 meters. 
Inside the terminal the pallets are transported using forklifts (Ibid). 
 
Table 4.4 shows that the proportion of COY and NCY shipments at Västberga 
is 73 and 37 percent, while the proportion of trucking distance required to move 
the same shipment volume is the approximately the opposite i.e. 30 and 70 
percent. This is the consequence of consolidating COYs in cages. 
 
 Shipments Shipments(%) Distance(km) Distance(%)

COY 11947 73% 392 30%
NCY 4425 27% 908 70%
Sum 16372 100% 1300 100%

 
 
 
 

Table 4.4 Proportion COY/NCY shipments and distance. 
 

4.5 Shipment types 
Most shipments follow the normal flow, moving from line haul gate to PuD 
gate or the other way around depending on time slot. However, due to the 
contents of the shipment, customer needs and a number of situations that may 
arise in the day-to-day operations some shipments deviate from this flow. The 
different types of deviations define a number of shipment types. These 
shipment types can be divided into two categories; special handling and on hold 
shipments (Sabis). 
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4.5.1 Special handling 
Shipment types that fall under this category are shipments that follow the 
normal flow of shipments with the exception that they are handled differently 
(Ibid). 
 
Valuables, VAL 
Valuables are shipments with costly contents. These shipments are stored in the 
Valuable goods area while waiting to be reloaded. This is an enclosed area that 
can be locked and has limited access.  
 
Dangerous goods, DAN 
Some shipments may due to dangerous contents need special treatment. This 
might for example be flammable liquid. To alert terminal workers and ensure 
safe handling these shipments are stored in a special area called dangerous 
goods area.  
 
Temperate goods, TEMP 
Some shipments may have contents that need to be kept on a specific 
temperature, either cold or warm. These shipments are stored in a temperated 
area 
 
Damaged goods, DAM 
If shipments are damaged while being handled by DHL staff or during transport 
actions has to be taken to resolve the situation. These shipments are placed in 
the damaged goods area for further treatment. 
 
New label, NEL 
In some cases the label of shipment might have been damaged. If that has 
happened a new label is generated and the shipment is relabeled.  
 
New address, NEA 
In some cases the address might for some reason be wrong. If this happens the 
customer is contacted and the address updated. 
 

4.5.2 On hold 
The other category of deviating shipments is the on hold category. These 
shipments deviate from the normal flow because they are stored in the terminal. 
A shipment in the normal flow or the special handling category stays in the 
terminal for a couple of hours, a shipment in the on hold category might stay in 
the terminal for several days (Sabis). 
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Left behind shipments, LBH shipments 
Although a shipment should be loaded on either a line haul truck or a PuD-
truck it can be left in the terminal. A truck might for example be full or a PuD-
truck might be held up on its route and miss the line haul departure. If this 
happens the shipment is stored in the terminal until it can be loaded for 
transport. 
 
Local to local, LOC 
Some of the shipments in the departing flow of goods have consignees in the 
same area as they were picked up in. These shipments are called local-to-local 
shipments. Instead of being loaded onto line haul trucks these shipment are 
stored in the terminal until they can be loaded for delivery in the arriving time 
slot the next day.  
 
Not daily traffic, NDT-shipments 
Some of the routes going from the terminal might serve areas located far away. 
Trucks operating these routes only have time for a small number of stops in 
order to make it back to the terminal in time for line haul departure. 
Furthermore these areas are often sparsely populated and have small volumes 
of shipments going to consignees located there. In order to increase utilization 
concerning both truck space and time these routes are only operated a couple of 
times a week and shipments with consignees on these routes stay in the 
terminal for a couple of days. In some cases line haul routes might not be 
operated on a daily basis. 
 
Announcement, ANO-shipments 
In some cases shipments have consignees who wants delivery on a specific day. 
This specific day could be a couple of days after the arrival of the shipment, 
which means that it has to stay in the terminal waiting for delivery. 
 
Return, RET-shipments 
If a PuD-truck driver can’t deliver a shipment on his route a written notification 
is left with the consignee and the shipment is taken back to the terminal. On the 
written notification there is a specified time for next attempt to deliver the 
shipment. This means that the shipment has to be stored in the terminal until 
the PuD truck driver can make the delivery. 
 
Due to the diverse nature of the shipment types they stay in the terminal for 
different time. Table 4.5 shows an overview of the types of shipments and their 
average turnover. 
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 Shipment type Turnover
Special handling
Valuables 12 h
Thermo 12 h
Damaged goods 24 h
New label 36 h
New address 36 h
On hold shipments
Left behind 24 h
Left behind 24 h
Local to local 12 h
Announcement 54 h
Return 54 h
Non daily traffic 54 h
Dangerous goods 12 h

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.5 Shipment type turn over 

4.6 The terminal building 
This chapter describes the necessary terminal physical characteristics such a 
gates, unload/load buffers, aisles and COY sort module. 

4.6.1 Gates 
The shipments enter and leave the terminal through gates located along the side 
of the terminal building. Some gates are only used to load and unload PuD 
trucks. Others are only used to load and unload line haul trucks.  Figure 4.6.1 
illustrates how the gates are located along the both sides of the terminal. (Sabis) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.6.1 Gate location 
 

4.6.2 Unload/load buffer 
In front of each gate there is an area called unload/load buffer. Shipments are 
either unloaded into this area or loaded from this area. All shipments that arrive 
the terminal are placed into an unload/load buffer. NCY shipments are arrival 
scanned in the unload/load buffer, sorted directly and taken to the unload/load 
buffer designated for the truck that will either deliver it to its consignee or 
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transport it to the next terminal. COY shipments are sorted in the COY-sort 
module. Figure 4.6.2 illustrates how the unload/load buffers are located in front 
of each gate. (Ibid) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.6.2 Unload/load buffer location 

4.6.3 Aisles 
The terminal contains aisles that are used to move shipments with forklift 
trucks. The aisles handle traffic to all part of the terminal, which requires traffic 
along and crossing the building. Figure 4.6.3 illustrates along side and crossing 
traffic. (Ibid) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.6.3 Along side and crossing traffic. 

4.6.4 COY (Conveyable goods) sort 
COY shipments are sorted in the COY sort. This is not part of the pallet 
handling module but is described briefly since COY shipments that are handled 
in the pallet handling module are transported to and from the COY sort. (SEF 
manual) 
 
The COY sorting is either manual or automatic depending on how the terminal 
is equipped. Either way the shipments are scanned and fed onto a conveyor 
belt. The shipments are taken from the conveyor belt and sorted on line haul or 
delivery route depending on the time slot. Shipments with the same route are 
placed in a cage for further transportation. Figure 4.6.4 illustrates hot COY 
shipments are fed onto the conveyor belt and sorted into cages with different 
routes. (Ibid) 
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Figure 4.6.4 Top view of the COY sort module. 
 

4.6.5 Storage 
The terminal contains storage space. Depending on the terminal dimensions 
storage space can be located in between gates or on the side of the building. 
(SEF manual) 

4.7 Flow of shipments 
Valuable and dangerous shipments occur in both time slots. These shipments 
follow the normal flow pattern in the two time slots with the exception that 
they, due to the specific nature of their contents, are stored separately while 
waiting to be loaded. Furthermore damaged and LBH-shipments also occur in 
both time slots. A shipment could be damaged or left in the terminal no matter 
of the time slot. (Ljungberg) 
 
LOC shipments occur in both time slots with the distinction of direction. In the 
departing time slot these shipments are separated from the other since they have 
consignees in the area surrounding the specific terminal. Instead of being 
loaded onto line haul trucks they are stored in the terminal. In the arriving time 
slot the LOC shipments are integrated into the general flow and loaded onto 
PuD-trucks to be delivered to their consignees. (Ibid) 
 
ANO shipments only occur in the arriving time slot. They follow the general 
flow of the arriving shipments up to the point when they are to be loaded for 
delivery. When loading their trucks the drivers separates the ANO shipments 
from the rest and they are stored in the terminal till the specified day of 
delivery. (Ibid) 
 
NDT shipments occur in both time slots. In the arriving time slot they occur 
due to PuD routes that are not operated on a daily basis and in the departing 
time slot due to line haul routes that are not operated on a daily basis. (Ibid) 
 
RET shipments only occur in the departing time slot. This is due to the fact that 
they are taken back to the terminal by PuD when they have finished their route. 
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Appendix A illustrates flowcharts of how shipments move through the terminal 
in the arriving- and departing time slot as well as the flow for special handling. 
(Ibid) 
  

4.8 Truck fleet 
The line haul trucks that operate the routes between the terminals are owned by 
DHL and operated by staff employed by DHL. The PuD function on the other 
hand is bought from haulage contractors. (Sabis) 

4.8.1 Line haul 
The original TRP set-up for Västberga shows how many line hauls operate at 
Västberga. 52 line haul trucks arrive at 29 line haul gates in the arriving time 
slot. In the departing time slot 39 line haul trucks departs from 37 departing 
line haul gates. 

4.8.2 Pickup and delivery 
It was not possible to extract the number of pickup trucks form TRP. Instead all 
haulage contractors that operates PuD routes around Västberga were 
interviewed concerning the number of PuD trucks. The number of PuD trucks 
operating the routes around Västberga was determined to be 106 trucks and 49 
vans. However, according to the contractors these figure were a little bit low 
which was confirmed by Logistics Engineer Trollsås. Due to suspected in 
accurateness in the information from the interviews with the hauler contractors 
the number of PuD trucks was increased with 10% and determined to 117.  
 

4.9 Shipment data 
The shipment data used for calculating handling hours is real shipment data 
from DHLs Data warehouse COSP representing all shipments handled in both 
time slots in one day. This data gives information on every shipment that has 
passed through a terminal on a given day. Among other things information is 
given on the following aspects of the shipment: 
 

• DocNumber   Unique shipment identification number 
• DepTerminal  Departing terminal code 
• ArrTerminal   Arriving terminal code 
• ProductCode  Product type: COY or NCY 
• NumberOfPackages Packages per shipment 
• ShipperPostalCode  Customer postal code 
• ConsigneePostalCode Consignee postal code 
• AVG    Date and time for departing scan 
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• TraceTerminalAVG Terminal code for departing scan 
• ANK    Date and time for arrival scan 
• TraceTerminalANK Terminal code for arriving scan 
• EDT    Non daily traffic 
• AVI    Announcement shipments 
• ÅTR    Return shipments 
• KVL    Left behind shipments 
• SAK    Missing shipments 
• SKA    Damaged shipments 
• VG    Valuable shipments 
• OM    Shipments with new label 
• OA    Shipments with updated consignee address 
• Värme   Shipments that require warm storage 
• Kyla    Shipments that needs to cold storage 

 
The shipment data used for this study is from the 12 of September 2004. The 
shipment type volumes is illustrated in table 4.9: 
 

 
Table 4.9 Shipment type volumes 

4.10 The concept of second wave 
e consignees before a specified dead 

2
0
0
0
3

Timeslot Arr Arr Arr Dep Dep Dep Arr + Dep
COY NCY SUM COY NCY SUM SUM

NDT 62 22 84 6 6 12 96
ANO 163 168 331 47 19 66 397
RET 42 13 55 10 3 13 68
LBH 50 80 130 139 103 242 372
Missing shipments 110 39 149 24 9 33 182
DAM 5 12 17 2 3 5 2
VAL 0 0 0 0 0 0
NEL 0 0 0 0 0 0
NEA 0 0 0 0 0 0
TEMP 0 17 17 0 36 36 5
LOC 772 127 899 1093 292 1385 2284
OH and special handling 1204 478 1682 1321 471 1792 3474
All shipments 7165 7165 7165 7165 7167 9387 16552
OH and special handling % 17% 7% 23% 18% 7% 19% 21%

PuD:s must deliver their shipments to th
line. Due to this it is crucial that they are loaded and ready to commence their 
delivery route at 09.00 AM. Because line hauls arrive to the terminal as late as 
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06.00 AM and loading is a time consuming activity each PuD needs its own 
unload/load buffer. 
  
An unload/load buffer is in most cases located in front of a gate and one gate 
serves one unload/load buffer. However, if there is room in the terminal one 
gate can serve two unload/load buffers. In that case one unload/load buffer is 
placed in front of the gate in accordance to usual operations and another is 
placed in the vicinity of the gate. If there is room enough to support this 
conduct one gate can serve two PuD:s. 
 
A gate that serves two PuD:s is called a second wave gate.  At a second wave 
gate one PuD whose shipments are placed on the unload/load buffer closest to 
the gate is loaded first. When this PuD is loaded it leaves the terminal and the 
PuD whose shipments are placed on the second unload/load buffer dock at the 
gate and starts loading. 
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5 Space key ratios 
In order to determine how much space is needed to hold all shipments each 
shipment is converted to pallets, cages and square meters. This requires a 
number of space key ratios that are describe in this chapter. 

5.1 NCY (Non Conveyable goods) space ratio 
The NCY space ratio expresses the number of pallet places per NCY shipment. 
It was determined by measuring 700 NCY shipments at Västberga. The 
shipments were measured in PuD unload/load buffers in the arriving time slot. 
The measurements were performed at two occasions to increase reliability. 
 
Figure 5.1a shows how NCY shipments stored on a pallet were measured. 
 

Length 

Pallet 
Width 

Goods 

Floor space utilization 

 
Figure 5.1a Measurement of NCY shipments stored on pallets. 

 
Figure 5.1b illustrates how NCY shipments stored on the floor were measured. 
 
  

Length 

Width  
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1b Measurement of NCY shipments stored on the floor. 
 
A shipment may consist of more than one handling unit. This means that the 
floor space utilisation is the sum of the floor space utilisation of each handling 
units. 
 
Pallet shipments are normally placed on the floor. However, sometimes they 
are stacked on other pallet shipments. Figure 5.1c illustrates how a stacked 
shipment, S2, with two shipment units, S2a and S2b, is stored on top of 
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shipment S1. The floor space utilization of shipment S2 is equal to the base of 
unit S2b. 

  

S1 
S2a 

Top view 

S2b S1

S2a

Side view 

S2b
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1c Top and side view of stacked NCY shipmen
 

raph 5.1a shows that 86 percent of the measured shipments were complete 

 

 
raph 5.1b shows the pallet space distribution. 49 percent of the shipments 

 

ts. 

G
NCY shipments. The other measured shipments such as incomplete NCY 
shipments were not valid to use as a base for the space key ratio. 
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Graph 5.1a Measured shipments. 

G
utilizes between 0,75 and 1 pallet places. 18 percent are half pallets and 8 
percent do not use any floor space because they are stacked on top of each 
other. 
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Graph 5.1b NCY shipment per pallet space interval 
 
The average n o 

easurements is presented in Table 5.1. This is called NCY space ratio. 

5.2 COY (C
In order to determine how much space COY shipments require the number of 

al samplings at two PuD 

 items per cage. The graph shows that the number of 
OY items stored in a cage is higher at Uppsala than in Västberga. In average 

32 COY items are stored in a cage. This key ratio is called COY items per cage. 
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pallet spaces

NCY shipments per space interval 

Measurement 2 1,03
Average 1,04

Measurement 1 1,05

Table 5.1 Average pallet places per NCY shipment. 

onveyable goods) items per cage 

COY items per cage was determined by doing statistic
terminals, Västberga and Uppsala. Both the arriving and departing time slot 
were considered and measurements were made on cages both going in and out 
of the COY sort module. 
 
Graph 5.2 illustrates COY
C
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COY items per cage
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.3 NCY (Non Conveyable godds) packing factor 
In storage there must be  in order to be able to 
find the shipment label and decrease damages from handling. Assuming 10cm 

120 cm requires 

e there must be  in order to be able to 
find the shipment label and decrease damages from handling. Assuming 10cm 

120 cm requires 

Graph 5.2 COY items per cage 

5
 space between pallets and cages space between pallets and cages

between each shipment each pallet with the dimensions 80xbetween each shipment each pallet with the dimensions 80x
90x130cm floor space. This is equal to 1,17 square meters and is called NCY 
packing factor. 
 

90x130cm floor space. This is equal to 1,17 square meters and is called NCY 
packing factor. 
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6 Terminal standards 
This chapter presents the considered terminal standards which includes the 
dimensions of width, unload/load buffers, aisles etc. The modified terminal 
standard is also discussed and presented in this chapter. 

6.1 Standard Equipment and Facility 
Standard Equipment and Facility (SEF) is DHL’s new layout standard for 
European pickup and delivery terminals. SEF describes the terminal processes, 
equipment and the physical facility dimensions.  
 
The SEF facility standard is a module-based concept that consists of a pallet-
handling module and a PuD-van module added on to the main building at a 
right angle.  Line haul trucks and PuD trucks dock at the pallet-handling 
module while the smaller PuD vans dock at the PuD van module which is 
illustrated in figure 6.1. 
 

COY sortPallet handling module

an
le 

PuD v
modu

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.1 SEF standard facility modules. 
 
The SEF standard describes two alternatives for the pallet handling modules. 
The difference between these two alternatives is the width, which is 30 or 37,5 
meters. There is no official name for these facility standards but in this study 
they are called SEF 30 and SEF 37,5. 
 

6.1.1 SEF 30 
Figure 6.1.1 illustrates the dimensions of the SEF 30 standard. The centreline 
distance between gates is 3.75 meters. The distance from the gate to the gate 
buffer is 1,5 meters. The length of the gate buffer is 11,75 meters and width of 
the forklift lane is 3,5 meters. The width is 30 meters. 
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 1.5 1.5 11.75 3.5 11.75 
 
 

Figure 6.1.1 SEF 30 dimensions 

6.1.2 SEF 37,5 
Figure 6.1.2 illustrates the dimensions of the SEF 37,5 terminal. The centreline 
distance between gates is 3.75 meters. The distance from the gate to the gate 
buffer is 1.6 meters. The length of the gate buffer is 10.4 meters and width of 
the forklift lane is 3.5 meters. There is a 6.5 meters long mid buffer and the 
width is 37.5 meters. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

3,75

 
Figure 6.1.2 SEF 37.5 dimensions 

1.6 10.4 3.5 3.5 6.5 10.4 1.6 

6.2 Nordic terminal standard 
The Nordic terminal standard describes a building with a width of 40.5 meters. 
There is no official name for this standard but in this study it is called SE 40.5. 
The gate centre line distance is 3.6 meters but as defined in limitations  
 
Figure 6.2 illustrates the dimensions of the SE 40,5 terminal. The centreline 
distance between gates is 3.75 meters. The distance from the gate to the gate 
buffer is 1.15 meters. The length of the gate buffer is 10.4 meters and width of 
the forklift lane is 3.5 meters. There is a 10.4 long mid buffer and the width is 
40.5 meters. 
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3.75

1.15 

Figure 6.2 SEF 40.5 dimensions 

1.15 3.5 10.4 3.5 10.4 

6.3 Modified terminal standard 
One aspect of this study is to evaluate alternative layouts i.e. modified terminal 
standards. The most significant difference between SEF 37.5 and SE 40.5 is the 
width. This results in a narrower SEF 37.5 mid buffer.  
 
However, if it were possible to decrease the length of the SEF 37.5 gate buffer 
it would be possible to store more goods in the mid buffer per gate section, 
which would increase the efficiency of SEF 37.5. 
 
In order to evaluate the effect of this possiblilty the modified terminal standard 
is a modification of SEF 37.5. The original length of the two gate buffers and 
the mid buffer is 10,4 + 6,5 + 10,4 =27,3m. 
 
The length of the gate and mid buffer of the modified layout is adjusted so they 
are equally long i.e. 27,3/3 = 9,1 m. 
 
Figure 6.3 illustrates the modified layout standard, which is called SEF37.5 
SLL. SLL is the abbreviation for Shorten Lane Length. The distance from the 
gate to the gate buffer is 1.6 meters. The length of the gate buffer is 9.1 meters 
and width of the fork lift lane is 3.5 meters. There is a 9.1 meters long mid 
buffer and the width is 37.5 meters. 

#

# 3,75

1.6 9.19.1 9.13.5 3.5 1.6 

Figure 6.3 SEF 37.5 SLL dimensions 
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7 Layout planning 
This chapter describes how the layouts were set up. It includes both the layout 
planning procedure and the layout planning results. 

7.1 Dimensioning time slot 
52 line haul trucks arrive to the terminal on 29 gates in the arriving time slot. A 
few hours later 117 PuD trucks leave the building with in a short time span. If 
none of the 117 unload/load buffers are placed in the mid buffer it is necessary 
to have 117 delivery gates. Table 7.1.a shows that the arriving time slot 
requires a sum of 146 gates if no delivery unload/load buffers are placed in the 
mid buffer. 
 

Arriving timeslot
Arriving timeslot gates 29
Delivery gates 117
Sum 146

 
 
 
 

Table 7.1a Required gates in the arriving time slot 
 
117 PuD trucks return to the terminal on 42 pickup gates in the departing time 
slot. A few hours later 37 line haul trucks leave the terminal on 37 gates with in 
a short span of time. Table 7.1.b shows that the departing time slot requires a 
sum of 79 gates. 
 

Departing timeslot
Pickup gates 42
Departing line haul gates 37
Sum 79

 
 
 
 

Table 7.1.b Required gates in the departing time slot 
 
Table 7.1.a and Table 7.1.b clearly shows that the arriving time slot requires 
more gates than the departing time slot. The number of gates determines the 
length of the pallet-handling module, which is why the arriving time slot is the 
dimensioning time slot for sizing.  
 

7.2 Sizing 
Table 7.3 shows what should fit in the pallet-handling module. There must be 
room for gates and unload/load buffers, on hold storage, designated areas for 
special handling, a COY sort module and forklift aisles. 
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 Gates and unload/load buffers
Arriving line haul Arriving
Departing line haul Departing
Pickup Departing
Delivery Arriving
On hold storage
ANO Arriving
NDT Arriving Departing
LOC Arriving
LBH Arriving Departing
RET Arriving
Special handling
Thermo Arriving Departing
VAL Arriving Departing
DAM Arriving Departing
NLA Arriving Departing
NAD Arriving Departing
COY sort module Arriving Departing
Fork lift aisles Arriving Departing

Timeslot
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 7.3 Things that should fit in the PuD terminal. 
 

7.2.1 Storage categories 
This chapter describes how on hold and special handling is categorized to 
obtain efficient usage of space and internal transports. Table 7.2.1 presents the 
storage categories and which shipment types are stored in each category. 
 

 OH Arriving OH Departing VAL DAM
ANO LBH VAL DAM
NDT (Thermo) (NLA)
LOC (DAN) (NAD)
LBH
RET

 
 
 
 

 
Table 7.2.1 Storage categories 

 
The flow of materials identifies two final internal shipment destinations; 
arriving PuD gates and Departing line haul gates. Shipments that are left on 
hold are moved to one of these internal destinations when the time is right. 
Based on this observation on hold storage is divided in two categories; OH 
arriving and OH departing. 
 
OH arriving storage consists of several shipment types. The picking would be 
easier if each shipment type was stored individually. However, this would lead 
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to inefficient usage of space and internal transports. Instead, all shipments that 
leave the terminal with the same truck are stored in the same area. This means 
that all on hold shipment types are stored in the same storage category and that 
OH arriving is divided in 117 smaller areas, one for each PuD truck. 
 
OH departing storage contains only one shipment type at Västberga i.e. LBH 
shipments. Non-daily traffic may normally appear in both time slots. However, 
there are no NDT shipments in the departing time slot at Västberga because 
there is traffic on all line hauls every day. 
 
Valuable, dangerous and thermo shipments all have a turn over less than twelve 
hours. This indicates that they should be stored close together to simplify the 
flow of goods. However, the characteristics of dangerous goods require 
separate storage and handling. The shipment data does not contain any 
dangerous or thermo shipments. The terminal workers at Västberga say thermo 
shipments are very rare and dangerous goods occupy very little space in the 
terminal. For this reason this study does not consider dangerous and thermo 
shipments. 
 
Damaged, new label and new address shipments have similar turnover and are 
handled in a similar manner. Each shipment type requires that the terminal 
workers contact the customer before the shipment leaves the terminal. For this 
reason these three shipment types are stored in the same category. However, the 
shipment data only contains Damaged shipments. This is explained by the fact 
that the terminal workers use the same scan for these shipment types. For this 
reason this storage category is called Damaged goods. 
 

7.2.2 Space requirements 
According to Mohsen one important step in warehouse layoutplanning is to 
determine the expected inventory levels since this has impact on the size of the 
facility. Every day shipments go in and out of storage. The stored NCY volume 
is the average of shipments going in and out of storage times each shipment 
type turnover. The size of the stored volume is determined by multiplying the 
stored volume with the NCY space ratio and the NCY packing ratio. This is 
expressed mathematically in equation 7.2.2 and the result is presented in 
appendix C. 
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Equation 7.2.2 
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Each storage category needs storage for COY shipments. The COY shipments 
are stored in the same cages that are used for COY transports. OH arriving 
requires one cage for each PuD on hold area i.e 117. The number of cages for 
OH Departing (4), VAL (0) and DAM (2) is based on observations at 
Västberga. The packing ratio is used to add space between stored cages. 
 

 

50 % packing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.2.2 Storage utilisation and packing 
 
Since the shipments have different turn over, there must be space for sorting to 
pick up shipment in the back. There must also be space for daily variations. 
Figure 7.2.2 shows how the packing in each storage category is set to 50 
percent and how it effects storage utilisation. The total required space for 
storage of COY and NCY shipments is presented Table 7.2.2 
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Storage space OH Arriving OH Departing VAL DAM
NCY(m2) 633 46 18 15
COY (cages) 117 3 1 2
Packing ratio 1,17 1,17 1,17 1,17
COY(m2) 137 4 1 2
NCY+COY(m2) 770 50 19 17
Packing 50% 50% 50% 50%
SUM 1540 99 39 34

 
Table 7.2.2 Summary of total required storage space calculation. 

 

7.2.3 Block concept 
The terminal layout is based on a block concept where the size of each block is 
equal to the size of the load/unload buffer for each layout standard. This creates 
a flexible layout model and also makes it possible to place load/unload buffers 
in the mid buffer. 
 
Table 7.2.3 presents the number of on hold and special handling blocks for 
each layout and appendix C shows how the number of blocks was calculated. 
 
 SEF 30 SE 37,5 SE 40.5 SEF 37,5 SLL

SKU block size 44,1 39 39 34,1
SKU blocks 40 45 45 52 

 
Table 7.2.3 Storage Keeping Units 

7.3 Layout arrangement 

7.3.1 Arriving line haul gates 
Chapter 7.1 shows that there is a need for 29 arriving line haul gates. The 
arriving line haul gates is the in point of the arriving time slot which is why the 
location is critical for efficient internal transports. 
  LH LH LH

3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 5 4 3 2 1 0 1
4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 6 5 4 3 2 1 2

SUM 31 SUM 33 SUM 39

 
 
 
 

Figure 7.3.1a. Effect of line haul position on internal transports. 
 
Figure 7.3.1 illustrates how the position of the line hauls gates effect the 
distance between line haul gates and the rest of the building. The block 
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numbers correspond to the distance from one block to the line haul block. The 
picture also illustrates that the sum of distance is minimal when the line haul 
gates are centred. The sum of distance would be even lower if the gates were 
centred and distributed on both sides of the building. However, this is not an 
option because of practical reasons. The flow of materials would be more 
complicated which is in conflict with Mohsen’s theories about location of I/O 
gates. 
 
Figure 7.3.1b shows how the line haul gates are located in the pallet-handling 
module. Arriving line haul gates
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.3.1b Position of arriving line haul gates 
 

7.3.2 Delivery gates 
Chapter 7.1 shows a need for 117 PuD sorting units. The number of deliver 
gates depends on the number of mid buffer placed PuD load buffers. Figure 
7.3.2 c illustrates how the delivery gates are located in the pallet-handling 
module. 
 
 Delivery gates Arriving line haul gates Delivery gates

Delivery gates

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7.3.2c Position of delivery gates 

7.3.3 Pickup gates 
Chapter 7.1 shows a need for 42 pick up gates. The pickup gates are the in-
point of the departing time slot, which is why the location is critical for the 
efficient internal transports. Based on the same argumentation used for placing 
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the arriving line haul gates the pickup gates are centred along the pickup and 
delivery side of the building, illustrated in figure 7.3.3 
 
 
 
 
 

Pickup gates

Delivery gates Arriving line haul gates Delivery gates

Delivery gates

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.3.3 Position of pickup gates 

7.3.4 Departing line haul gates 
Chapter 7.1 shows a need for 37 departing line haul gates and is the on-point of 
the departing time slot. Based on the same arguments as in chapter 7.3.1 the 
departing line haul gates are centred opposite to pickup gates, illustrated in 
figure 7.3.4 
 

Delivery gates
Pickup gates

Departing line haul gates
Delivery gates Arriving line haul gates Delivery gates 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.3.4 Position of departing line haul gates 
 

7.3.5 COY (Conveyable goods) sort  
The COY sort is not part of the pallet-handling module. However the COY sort 
has to be considered in the layout study since both conveyable and non-
conveyable shipments are handled in the pallet-handling module. The COY sort 
module is added on to the pallet-handling module as shown in figure 7.3.5. 
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COY sort

Delivery gates
Pickup gates

Departing line haul gates
Delivery gates Arriving line haul gates Delivery gates 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.3.5 Position of COY sort 
 

7.3.6 Aisles 
Layouts with mid buffer require a number of forklift aisles crossing the mid 
buffer. Based on the same arguments as in chapter 6.2.1 one aisle is placed in 
the centre of the mid buffer. To avoid congestion in the centred forklift aisle 
and decrease the line haul to delivery flow two aisles are place at both ends of 
the line haul gate sections. Finally, two aisles are place at both ends of the pick 
up gate sections to decrease the pick up to line haul transports. This results in a 
total of five 3,5 meter wide fork lift aisles for all layouts with a mid buffer 
illustrated in figure 7.3.6 
 

 

Delivery gates
Pickup gates

Delivery gates Arriving line haul gates Delivery gates

COY sort

Departing line haul gates

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.3.6 Position of fork lift aisles 

7.3.7 Mid buffer vs. side located storage 
The mid buffer is used for on hold and special handling storage and/or 
unload/load buffers. On hold and special handling is located on the side of the 
pallet-handling module if there is no mid buffer or if the mid buffer is too 
small. Figure 7.3.7 illustrates mid buffer versus side located storage. It is also 
possible with a combination of mid buffer and side located storage. In this 
report the section used for side located storage is called OH module. 
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Figure 7.3.7 Mid buffer and side located storage. 
 

7.4 Layout formulas 
There are many factors that has impact on the size of the terminal. In order to 
take all these factors a couple of formulas are used. 

7.4.1 Mid buffer formula 
The mid buffer consists of forklift aisles, blocks for on hold storage and special 
handling and if possible PuD unload/load buffers. This chapter describes a 
formula that determines the number of mid buffer located PuD load/unload 
buffers. 
 
 

Delivery gates

Forklift On hold storage and Mid buffer PuD
aisles Special handling areas unload/load buffers

Delivery gates Arriving line haul gates Delivery gates

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 7.4.1 Mid buffer categories 
 
The formula is based on the fact that the mid buffer is two times the length of 
the pallet handling module which is defined by the number of arriving line haul 
and delivery gates. This idea is illustrated in table 7.4.1 and expressed 
mathematically in equation 7.4.1. 
 

 eq. 7.4.1 

GMB

MBG

MCMBG

CDCD
FLWFLSKUCDLHPuDCDX

FLWFLSKUCDXCDXLHPuDCD
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The result of the mid buffer PuD calculations is presented in appendix C. 
 

7.4.2 Gate formula 
The number of gates is determined by the sum of arriving line haul gates and 
delivery gates. The number of delivery gates is the number of PuDs subtracted 
by the number of mid buffer located PuDs. This is expressed mathematically in 
equation 7.4.2 and the result of the calculations in appendix C. 

     eq. 7.4.2 )( XPuDLHG −+=

where 
 

 

gates of Sum G 
buffers dunload/loa PuD locatedbuffer  Mid  

buffers dunload/loa PuD  
gates haul line Arring  
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=

=
=

X
PuD
LH

 
 
 
 

7.4.3 Pallet handling module length formula 
The terminal gates are distributed on both sides of the pallet-handling module. 
This means that one half of the gates are located on each side. This is expressed 
mathematically in equation 7.4.3 and the result of the calculations in appendix 
C. 

 

2
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=      eq. 7.4.3 
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7.4.4 OH module length formula 
The length of the OH module is calculated based on the same idea as the mid 
buffer PuD formula in chapter 7.4.1. Figure 7.4.4 illustrates how blocks for on 
hold storage and special handling are stored in the mid buffer and along the 
walls of the OH module.  
 

Pallet handling module

OH module

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.4.4 On hold module storage 
 
The length of the walls is twice as long as the OH module mid buffer. This is 
expressed mathematically in equation 7.4.4a and 7.4.4.b. Equation 7.6.4d 
calculates the length of the OH module and the result is presented in appendix. 
C. 

 
   eq. 7.4.4a & eq. 7.4.4b 
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Equation 7.4.4a inserted in equation 7.4.4b results in 

   eq. 7.4.4c WallWallWallMB OHCDOHOHCD ⋅=−⋅⋅ )(2
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The length of the terminal is expressed in equation 7.4.4d 
  

    eq. 7.4.4d 
2

 length  module OH WallWall CDOH ⋅
=

 

7.5 Mid buffer place unload/load buffers 
Based on terminal facts about gates, dimensions and required on hold storage 
and special handling blocks terminal layouts were calculated with formulas 
7.4.1. Table 7.5 presents the results of the mid buffer placed unload/load buffer 
calculation.  
 Terminal layout Mid Buffer located unload/load buffers

SEF 30 0
SEF 37.5 -2
SEF 37.5 2nd wave 32
SEF 37.5 SLL 10
SEF 40.5 15

 
 

 
 
 

Table 7.5 Summary of mid buffer located unload/load buffers 
 
SEF 30 does not hold any mid buffer placed unload/load buffers since there is 
no mid buffer in a SEF 30 terminal. SEF 37.5 generates a negative result, 
which means that there is not enough room for any unload/load buffers in the 
mid buffer. SEF 37.5 is extended to hold 2 side located blocks. SEF 37.5 2nd 
wave is an alternative SEF 37.5 layout with storage of on hold shipments and 
areas for special handling located on the side of the building, which is why it 
holds 32 mid buffer placed unload/load buffers. Figure 7.5 illustrates how on 
hold and special handling blocks are located in SEF 37.5 and SEF 37.5 2nd 
wave. 
 
  

 SEF 37.5 2nd wave     SEF 37.5 
 
Figure 7.5 Location of mid buffer located unload/load buffers for SEF 37.5 2nd 

wave and SEF 37.5. 

7.5.1 Priority 
On hold, special handling and unload/load buffers are located in the mid buffer 
and/or on the side of the pallet handling module. Table 7.5.1 shows the result of 
the priority calculations and appendix C shows the priority calculations in 
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detail. The category with the largest number of transports per square meter was 
ranked highest and the category with the smallest was ranked lowest. 

 

SEF 30 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 2nd wave SEF 37.5 SLL SE 40.5
Category Rank Rank Rank Rank Rank
Mid unload/load - - 1 1 1
OH arriving 3 4 5 4 5
OH Departin 1 2 2 2 2
VAL 1 1 2 2 2
DAM 3 3 4 3 4

Table 7.5.1 Priority of storage categories 
 
The priority rank is not the same in all layouts because of different block sizes. 
However, there are two common priorities for all layouts. Mid buffer placed 
unload/load buffers is given the highest priority in layouts with a mid buffer. 
The second common priority is that on hold arriving blocks is given the lowest 
priority. 
 
Figure 7.5.1a illustrates how blocks are assigned locations in a layout with mid 
buffer storage. High priority blocks are centered in the building. Figure 7.5.1b 
illustrates how blocks are assigned locations in a layout with side oriented 
storage. High priority blocks are located close to the in/out point of the pallet-
handling module. 
 
  

RANK 5RANK 2 RANK 1 RANK 3RANK 4

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7.5.1a Location of prioritized mid buffer storage 
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Figure 7.5.1b Location of prioritized side located storage 
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8 Workload calculation with Terminal Resource Planning 
This chapter presents the software Terminal Resource Planning, TRP, that was 
used to calculate the work load for each terminal layout. 
 
Terminal resource planning (TRP) is a tool developed by DHL. TRP is built as 
a calculation model and calculates the hours needed for handling a given set of 
shipments in a terminal. The model calculates the handling time, shipment by 
shipment, in this set through determining which activities that are and how long 
it takes to move it through the terminal. (Ljungberg) 
 
TRP is built in MS Access and Excel. An Access interface defines the input 
needed for calculations and the user updates the model with information on 
each specific scenario. When the model is updated with the relevant input this 
information is exported into MS Excel where the calculations are done and the 
result is presented. (Ibid) 
 

 

Input Calculations Result 

MS Access MS Excel  
 
 
 
 

Figure 8. TRP is built in MS Access and Excel. 
 

8.1 Input 
The input needed for calculations is: 

• Shipment data (discussed in chapter 4.9) 
• A terminal set-up  

8.1.1 Terminal set-up 
When setting up a terminal in TRP a model of this terminal is defined. The 
TRP user manual describes the following set-ups. 
 

• Gates - how many gates and what kind they are, arriving line haul, 
departing line haul, pick up and delivery 

• Activities - which activities are performed in the terminal 
• Activity time - each activity consumes an amount of time 
• Areas - the areas that are contained in the terminal and what activities 

can be performed on them 
• Distances - the distances between all gates and areas 
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8.1.1.1 Gates 
When defining gates each gate is given a unique index, which TRP uses to refer 
to that gate. TRP can handle 200 gates and these are indexed 1-200. 
 
Arriving-, departing line haul gates, pick up gates and delivery gates are 
defined differently. A gate that is used for arriving line haul trucks is defined 
by assigning a terminal to it. This terminal represents another terminal in 
DHL:s PuD network from which the terminal being modelled receives 
shipments. 
 
Delivery gates are defined by assigning intervals of postal codes in the area 
served by the terminal to delivery gate indexes. Since a route can be a COY-, 
NCY- or COY/NCY a gate can be defined as one of these three kinds in TRP: 

• COY-gate 
• NCY-gate 
• NCY/COY-gate 

 
This is done by defining COY-gates and NCY-gates separately. In one part of 
the Access interface COY-gates are defined by being assigned postal codes and 
in another NCY-gates are defined the same way. If there is a COY gate defined 
with the postal code interval x to y all COY shipments with a consignee postal 
code within that interval will be considered being loaded at that gate. In that 
case there must be a NCY gate defined with the same interval where the NCY 
shipments with consignees in this interval are loaded. Figure 8.1.1.1 illustrates 
how TRP handles shipments when considering these definitions.  
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COY Gate definitions 
Gate indexPostal code 
interval 
1 aaa aa – bbb bb 
2 . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
n ccc cc – ddd dd 

Shipment 

Product code 

COY-gate 
with consignee
Postal code?

Gate out found 

COY NCY

No 

Yes 

NCY Gate definitions 
Gate indexPostal code 
interval 
n+1 eee ee – fff ff 
n+2 . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
m ggg gg – hhh hh 

 
Figure 8.1.1.1 TRP shipment handling 

 
When TRP looks for the gate index for a COY-shipment in the arriving time 
slot it will start looking in the COY-gate definition. If there is a COY gate 
defined with a postal code interval that matches the consignee postal code for 
the shipment the gate out index is found and the shipment is delivered on a 
COY route. If no COY gate is defined with a matching interval TRP will find 
the matching postal code interval in the NCY gate definitions and the shipment 
will be delivered on a COY/NCY route. An NCY gate definition with a postal 
code interval that matches a COY gate definition postal code interval will 
represent the gate of a NCY route. 
 
In the same manner as for arriving line haul gate departing line haul gates are 
defined by assigning a terminal to it. In this case the terminal represents another 
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terminal in the network to which shipments are transported from the terminal 
being modelled.  
 
When defining pick up gates an interval of gates is defined. TRP chooses gates 
where PuDs dock and unload shipments in the departing times slot randomly 
based on a rectangular probability distribution.  

8.1.1.2 Activities 
All shipments that move through the terminal needs to have activities 
performed on them to ensure correct handling. An example of such a activity is 
scanning. In TRP up to 30 activities can be defined. The shipment type on 
which it is performed and the time it takes to perform the activity defines an 
activity. Apart from the activities that can be defined there is one predefined 
activity, which is forklift transport. The time defined for this activity consists of 
three parts. A fixed time for picking up the shipment, a variable time for the 
actual transport and a fixed time for placing the shipment. 

8.1.1.3 Areas 
When defining areas all areas are as the gates given a unique index. TRP can 
handle 50 areas and these are indexed 201-250. There are two types of areas 
that can be defined in TRP, areas where activities are performed and areas 
where shipment are stored. An example of the former is the COY-sort and an 
example of the latter is the storage of LBH shipments. Areas where activities 
are performed are defined by assigning activities to them. Areas used for 
storing shipments is defined by assigning the gates whose shipment are stored 
there for them. The unload/load buffers are areas in the terminal. The 
unload/load buffers do not have to be defined. Since every gate has an 
unload/load buffer they are defined along with the gates and indexed with the 
same index as the gate. 

8.1.1.4 Distances 
To be able to calculate how far a shipment is transported inside the terminal the 
distances between all gates and areas in the terminal are measured. These are 
recorded in a 250 times 250-element matrix where the row and column is 
represented by a gate or area index. 

8.1.1.5 Variables 
The set-up for that specific terminal defines each terminal that is evaluated in 
TRP. All terminals have different set-ups since all are different in some way, 
which means that set-up is only applicable for one specific terminal. However 
there are factors that are common for several terminals and are used for 
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calculating how much time is spent handling the shipments inside the terminal. 
These factors are called variables in TRP. Two of these variables are: 

• Average forklift truck speed 
• Parcels/cage 

 
The variable average truck speed represents the value that is used for 
calculating the time spent moving the shipments by forklift truck in the 
terminal. The variable parcels/cage represents the average number of parcels 
that fit in COY-cage.  

8.2 Workload calculation 
When calculating the workload in the terminal the information given by the 
shipment data and the terminal set-up is used. In order to calculate the handling 
time the model shipment by shipment determines; the activities performed, 
where in the terminal they are performed, the number of transports the 
shipment needs on its way through the terminal and the length of these 
transports for each individual shipment. (Ljungberg) 
 
The handling time is recorded for the respective time slot and activity. For 
every activity that is performed within the shipment the model records the 
specified time in the activity definitions. The same way the fixed time for 
picking up and placing a shipment is recorded and the variable time for the 
actual transport is calculated and recorded. This is done by dividing the length 
of the transported given by the distance matrix with the value in the variable 
average forklift truck speed. Since COY shipments are transported in cages the 
truck lift time for a COY shipment is divided by the value given in the variable 
parcels/cage. (Ibid) 
 
Example 
Consider a NCY shipment in the departing time slot that arrive at the terminal 
with a PuD at gate X and is loaded to a line haul truck at gate Y. Table 8.2 
illustrates how TRP would handle this shipment. 
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 Location in the terminal Activity performed Actions taken in TRP 

Unload/load buffer X Reception/scan/sort The activity time for the 
activity reception/sort/scan is 
retrieved from the activity 
definit ions and recorded as 
time spent in the departing 
handling time for activ ity 
reception/scan/sort. 

Transport The distance between 
unload/load buffer X and Y is 
retrieved from the distance 
matrix. The time spent for the 
transport is calculated and 
recorded in the departing 
handling time for activ ity 
fork lift t ransport along with 
the fixed t ime for p icking up 
and placing the shipment. 

Unload/load buffer X Loading The activity time for the load 
activity is retrieved from the 
activity definit ions and 
recorded as time spent in the 
departing handling time for 
activity load. 

Table 8.2 An example of how a shipment is handled in a PuD terminal. 
 
The set up for the different layouts that were used in this study is presented in 
appendix  B. 
 

8.3 Output 
When the handling time for all shipments in the arriving and departing time slot 
has been calculated the result is presented. This is done in a table where the 
hours spent per activity are presented per product in both time slots. 
 
The results on handling hours given by TRP, presented in table 8.3, are the 
hours needed at 100% productivity, i.e. if all shipment where handled with no 
unproductive time in between. Since this is not a likely scenario the total 
handling hours was increased by 15% to allow some slack in the handling. 
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Activities S E Total S E Total Total Incl slack
Lossning, egen (unloading, staff) 18,35 6,13 24,48 0 0,01 24,49 28,16
Lossning, chaufför (unloading chauffeur) 0 0 0 34,92 9,3 44,22 44,22 50,85
Godsmott/ScanKod/Sortering, Stycke (Recep/ScanCode/Sort, Pallets) 21,47 0 21,47 26,69 0 26,69 48,15 55,37
G
T

odsmott/ScanKod, Värdebur (Recep/ScanCode, Valuables) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
hermogods/Sortering (Temperate/Sort) 0,22 0 0,22 0,35 0 0,35 0,57 0,65
åmatning (Infeed) 0,16 0 0,16 0,25 0 0,25 0,41 0,47
canning och Kodning (Scanning and Coding) 0 24,5 24,5 0 37,19 37,19 61,69 70,94
urläggning (put in cage) 0 28,58 28,58 0 43,39 43,39 71,97 82,77
astning, egen (Loading, staff) 0 32,67 32,67 0 49,59 49,59 82,25 94,59
astning, chaufför (Loading, chauffeur) 41,15 7,36 48,51 0 0 0 48,51 55,79
ruckkörning (Forklift transport) 55,92 6,33 62,25 54,6 13,23 67,83 130,08 149,59

Arriving hours Departure hours

P
S
B
L
L
T

Table 8.3.. TRP results. S represents the NCY product and E represents the 
COY product. 
 
TRP also calculates the number of forklift truck hours/hour needed for handling 
the shipments. This information is presented in the graph illustrating the needed 
forklift hours/hour. 
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Figure 8.3 Fork lift utilization over a 24 hour period 
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9 Total cost calculation 
The different terminals in this study have been evaluated on total cost. The total 
cost consists of three components; handling cost, forklift cost and building cost. 
This chapter illustrates how these components where calculated and then 
added up to the total cost, the basis of evaluation. 

9.1 Handling cost 
When determining the handling cost for terminals a cost per employee and hour 
are applied to the activity hours calculated by TRP. The cost per employee and 
hour used is 220 SEK. (Dahlin) 
 
All activities defined in TRP, are driven by the amount of shipments in the 
shipment data. The activity “Truckkörning” is in addition to this also driven by 
the time spent transporting shipments inside the terminal.  
 
Since all terminals are evaluated using the same shipment data the activity 
times for those activities that are driven, merely by the number of shipments 
will be the same for all terminals. The time generated by those activities will 
not differ between terminals and will be considered fixed. However, the time 
spent for activity “Truckkörning” is dependent on the specific terminal being 
evaluated and its layout and will vary for different terminals. Due to this 
activity time for the activity “Truckkörning” is considered variable. The 
handling cost has two components, one fixed and one variable. 
 
Moreover, since the PuD function is operated by subcontractors the loading and 
unloading of PuD:s is not done by DHL staff. Due to this the activity time for 
activities “Lastning chaufför” and “Lossning chaufför” was subtracted from the 
activity time before applying the cost per hour and employee. 
 
The activity time used for calculating the fixed handling cost is the activity 
times (including slack) for the activities presented in table 9.1. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Lossning, egen (unloading, staff)
Lossning, chaufför (unloading chauffeur)
Godsmott/ScanKod/Sortering, Stycke (Recep/ScanCode/Sort, Pallets)
Godsmott/ScanKod, Värdebur (Recep/ScanCode, Valuables)
Thermogods/Sortering (Temperate/Sort)
Påmatning (Infeed)
Scanning och Kodning (Scanning and Coding)
Burläggning (put in cage)
Lastning, egen (Loading, staff)
Lastning, chaufför (Loading, chauffeur)
Truckkörning (Forklift transport)

Table 9.1 The activities whose activity times make out the fixed handling cost. 
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The staff cost was calculated using the equations: 
 Eq. 9.1.1 
 yeeHrAndEmploCostityTimeFixedActivingCostFixedHandl /×=

 

 

9.2 Equipment cost 

 

 

 

 

The equipment cost, like the handling cost has a fixed and a variable 
component. The fixed component is the investment cost for the forklift and 
battery and the variable component is an hourly cost for running and 
maintenance. The variable cost for running and maintenance is as in the case of 
the variable handling cost driven by the time spent for transporting shipments 
inside the terminal. The costs per forklift are presented in table 9.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9.2  presents the cost components for equipment cost. Since TRP delivers 
a result for one day handling the fixed component was calculated and broken 
down to a daily cost. 
 
When calculating the equipment cost for each terminal the forklift cost per day 
was applied to the information given by TRP on the maximum scheduled 
hours/hour. The forklift running cost was applied to the activity time for 
activity “Truckkörning”. 
 
The equipment cost was calculated using the formulas: 

 
 

 

investment cost - forklift 275000 SEK
investment cost - battery 30000 SEK
sum of investment cost 305000 SEK
economic life 5 years
work days per year 250
economic life 1250 days
forklift cost per day 244 SEK/day

forklift running cost 17 SEK/h

Equipment cost

yeeHrAndEmploCosttivityTimeVariableAcndlingCostVariableHa /×=

ndlingCostVariableHaingCostFixedHandlstHandlingCo +=

daystForkliftCoHouroursScheduledHmentCostFixedEquip /)/max( ×=

ningCostForklifRuntivityTimeVariableActuipmentCosVariableEq ×=

Eq. 9.1.2 

Eq. 9.1.3 

Formula 9.2.2 

Formula 9.2.1 
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9.3 Building cost 
The building cost was determined using two components, presented in table 
9.3. (Dahlin) 
 
 

Gates 143 548 per Gate
Floor 4 005 per m2

Building cost (SEK)
 
 

Table 9.3. Building cost/component. 
 
These costs where applied to the different layouts using formula: 

 
Formula 9.3.1  FloorCostAreaFloorSpaceGateCosttesNumberOfGastBuildingCo ×+×=

 

9.4 Total cost 
In order to calculate a total cost for the terminals the three factors constituting 
the sum should be determined on the same basis. In order to do this all costs 
were recalculated so that they represented the cost generated during one year. 
 
TRP gives the result on how much activity time and how many forklifts is 
needed in one day represented by the shipment data. In order to convert the 
handling and equipment costs to an annul cost they are multiplied by 250 
working days. 
 
Corporate guidelines at DHL states that when calculating the cost of an 
investment in a building the annual cost is calculated by using a 10 year life 
span of the building and a 10% discount rate (Dahlin). Using this the annual 
building cost is calculated by multiplying the total building cost by the fixed 
annual instalment (AFI) at 10 years and 10% discount rate. 

%)10,10(250)( yearsAFIstBuildingCoostEquipmentCstHandlingCoTotalCost ×+×+=
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10 Result 
This chapter presents the set up layouts, their characteristics and the 
calculated total cost. 

10.1  Layout presentation 
Appendix D presents drawings of the layouts that were set up. Each drawing 
shows the location of gates, aisles, storage categories and 2nd waves. The 
characteristics of each layout are presented in table 10.1a and the cost of each 
layout in table 10.1b. Information from TRP activity times and schedules 
forklift hours per hours is presented in appendix D. 
 

Layout characteristics unit SEF 30 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SE 40.5
2nd wave SLL

Length pallet handling module m 273,75 237,75 213,75 255 247,5
Length OH module m 75 3,75 67,5 0 0
Total length m 348,75 241,5 281,25 255 247,5
Width m 30 37,5 37,5 37,5 40,5
Floor space m2 10463 9056 10547 9563 10024
Second waves 2nd wave 0 0 32 10 15
Gates gates 146 146 114 136 131
Forklifts forklifts 18 18 18 18 18
Fixed activity time h 387 387 387 387 387
Variable activity time h 150 135 143 133 136
 

Table: 10.1a Layout characteristics 
 
The SEF 30 is planned according to what the SEF standard states. The SEF 30 
has no mid buffer area for second wave unload/load buffers or storage of 
shipments. For that reason this terminal has 146 gates and a side oriented on 
hold area. 
 
SEF 37,5 second wave is planned in accordance with the SEF standard. In 
order to have as few gates as possible in the building the areas for on hold- and 
special handling shipments have been placed on the side of the building and 32 
unload/load buffers are placed in the mid buffer in the pallet handling module. 
The terminal has 114 gates and 32 of them are used by two second wave PuD:s.  
 
SEF 37.5 is planned in accordance with the SEF standard. This terminal has the 
same width as the SEF 37,5 second wave. Instead of having unload/load buffers 
for second wave use of gates this terminal has 146 gates. The mid buffer in the 
pallet-handling module is used for areas for on hold- and special handling 
shipments. 
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SEF 40.5 is the widest of all terminals evaluated in this study with a width of 
40,5 meters. The building has 131 gates. Areas for on hold- and special 
handling shipments are placed in the middle of the building along with 15 
unload/load buffers used for second waves. 
 
SEF 37.5 SLL is built on a modification of what the SEF standard states. The 
width of the unload/load buffers is decreased and the width of the mid buffer is 
increased. The terminal has 136 gates. The areas for on hold- and special 
handling shipments is placed in the middle of the building along with 10 
unload/load buffers used for second waves. 
 

Cost SEF 30 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SE 40.5
unit 2nd wave SLL

Gates cost MSEK 3,41 3,41 2,66 3,18 3,06
Floor cost MSEK 6,82 6,78 6,87 6,23 6,53
Fixed handling cost MSEK 21,31 21,31 21,31 21,31 21,31
Variable handling cost MSEK 8,23 7,41 7,89 7,31 7,47
Fixed equipment cost MSEK 1,10 1,10 1,10 1,10 1,10
Variable equipment cost MSEK 0,64 0,57 0,61 0,57 0,58
Annual total cost MSEK 41,50 40,58 40,44 39,69 40,04

 
 

Table 10.1b Cost components 
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11 Result discussion 
Table 11a shows the rank of each layout based on total cost. It shows that SEF 
37.5 SLL is the most cost efficient layout followed by, SE 40.5, SEF 37.5 2nd 
wave , SEF 37.5 and SEF 30. 
 

 RANK Layout Total cost unit
1 SEF 37.5 SLL 39,7 MSEK
2 SE 40.5 40,0 MSEK
3 SEF 37.5 2nd wave 40,4 MSEK
4 SEF 37.5 40,6 MSEK
5 SEF 30 41,5 MSEK

 
 
 
 

Table 11a Layout rank 
 

The question remains, why one layout is more cost efficient than the other. To 
answer this question it is necessary to identify the critical cost drivers. Table 
11b presents the cost drivers as a percentage of annual total cost. 
 

 
Table 11b Cost driver percentage of annual total cost. 

 
ore than fifty percent of annual total cost is fixed handling cost. However, 

ariable handling cost is driven by forklift distance. Table 11c presents the 

 
 

 

Table 11c Rank of total forklift distance. 

Cost SEF 30 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SE 40.5 Average
2nd wave SLL

Gates cost 8% 8% 7% 8% 8% 8%
Floor cost 16% 17% 17% 16% 16% 16%
Fixed handling cost 51% 53% 53% 54% 53% 53%
Variable handling cost 20% 18% 20% 18% 19% 19%
Fixed equipment cost 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%
Variable equipment cost 2% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1%
Annual total cost 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

M
this is not a source of difference between layouts since fixed handling cost is 
the same for each terminal layout. The cost components that differ between 
layouts are gate, floor, variable handling and variable equipment cost. 
 
V
rank of total forklift distance for each layout.  
 Layout Forklift distance units

SEF 37.5 SLL 1071 km
SEF 37.5 1092 km
SE 40.5 1097 km
SEF 37.5 2nd wave 1201 km
SEF 30 1299 km 
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Table 11d presents the average utilisation of the delivery unload/load buffers 

 

The average delivery unload/load buffer space utilisation is calculated by 
 
e 

 

 order to explain why one layout is more cost efficient than the other it is 

EF 37.5 SLL vs SEF 37.5  
e unload/load buffers for the SLL is decreased by 

meter

he average space utilisation is calculated by determining the space needed for 

ue to the wider mid buffer the available area in the mid buffer per section of 

for the different layouts. 
 

 
 

Table 11d Average delivery unload/load buffer space utilisation. 
 

determining the number COY and NCY shipment volumes per unload/load
buffer. Applying the NCY space ratio and packing ratio determines the spac
consumed by the NCY shipments. The space consumed by the COY shipments
is calculated by determining, the number of cages per unload/load buffer and 
applying the packing factor. 
 
In
necessary to compare the layouts. 
 
S
As described in chapter 6.3 th

3,12×  meters which has been added to the mid buffer, increasing it from 6,5 
s to 9,1 meters. By decreasing the width of the unload/load buffer the 

average space utilisation for these areas is increased from 59% to 68%. 
 
T
the shipments in the unload/load buffers, in the arriving time slot,  
 
D
3,75 meters was increased from 4,245,675,3 =× square meters, as stated by the 
SEF standard, to 1,341,975,3 =× sq his means that an additional ten
square meters of spaced is available for storing shipments in the mid buffer per 
3,75 meter terminal section added for the SLL. 
 

uare meters. T  

hen sizing the terminals in the layout planning these additional ten square 

d 
 

storage and no room for unload/load buffers used for second wave. 

Space util. SEF 30 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SE 40.5
2nd wave SLL

52% 58% 58% 68% 58%

W
meters per terminal section meant that the SLL terminal could be made 263 
meters long with room for storage of all on hold shipments and 10 unload/loa
buffers used for second waves in the mid buffer. The SEF 37,5 OH on the other
hand which was set up using the measurements stated by the SEF standard had 
to be made 285,5 meters long with an additional 3,75 meter section for on hold 
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Because of the lesser number of gates and smaller floor area for the SLL 
ompared to the SEF 37,5 OH, the contribution of building cost to the annual 

e 

 

he SEF 37,5 SLL is more cost efficient than the SE 40,5 due to lower floor, 
ble equipment cost. The floor cost is lower due to 

quipment cost is 
at the SE 40,5 is three meters wider than the SEF 37,5 SLL. Since 79% of the 

e 

he SEF 37,5 second wave and the SEF 37,5 OH have the same width and 
 can be seen in table 2 the SEF 37,5 second 

hold 

7,5 OH on the other hand has a 273,75 meter long pallet handling 
odule and the mid buffer is used for storage of the on hold shipments. There 

 of 
 

ates that 79 % of the shipments in the data that was used for the 
orkload calculation move from gate to gate. Due to this, the majority of the 

transports are made between unload/load buffers. Since the SEF 37,5 second 

c
total cost is 0,8 MSEK lower for the SLL. Since the SLL is shorter than th
SEF 37,5 OH the distance over which shipments have to be transported is 
smaller, which can bee seen in table 10.1a, which makes the sum of the 
variable components of the handling- and equipment cost 0,1 MSEK lower
making the total difference in annual total cost 0,9 MSEK. 
 
SEF 37.5 SLL vs SE 40.5 
T
variable handling and varia
the fact that the space needed in the SEF 37,5 SLL to store the shipments is 
lower because of to the higher unload/load buffer utilisation.   
 
The reason why the SE 40,5 has higher variable handling and e
th
shipments move from  one long side of the building to the other the difference 
in width impacts the variable activity time driving these components. The SEF 
37,5 SLL is however, 7,5 meters longer than the SE 40,5 but the number of 
transports going sideways does not seem to overshadow the positive effects of 
the SEF 37,5 SLL being more narrow. The difference in total forklift distanc
between the SE 40,5 and SEF 37,5 SLL is 1097-1071 km = 26 km per day. 
 
SEF 37.5 vs. SEF 37.5 2nd wave 
T
approximately the same length. As
wave has a 213,75 meter long pallet handling module with 32 unload/load 
buffers used for second waves in the mid buffer, making the number of gates 
114. The on hold shipments are stored on the side in a 67,5 meters long on 
module.  
 
The SEF 3
m
is no room for unload/load buffer in the mid buffer, which makes the number
gates 146, and the terminal has an additional 3,75 section for storage of on hold
shipments. 
 
Table 4.9 st
w
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wave has all the unload/load buffers consolidated in a smaller area 
)75,2135,37( mm×  and the SEF 37,5 OH who has the same unload/load buffers 

spread out over a larger area )75,2735,37( mm×  the variable handling- and 
equipment associated with transporting the shipments was expected

 second wave. Making the SEF 37,5 second wave more cost 
efficient than the SEF 37,5 in ts that makes out the total an
cost.  
 
It seems however as if the transports associated to on hold shipments becomes 
longer

 to be lower 
for the SEF 37,5

 terms of all cos nual 

 when they have to be transported to on hold areas located on the side of 
e building instead of in the middle. Because of this more extra time is 

n a 
rmation has been summarised for 

e SEF 37,5 second wave and the SEF 37,5 OH. The distances that shipments 

 

 

 
gate to gate is 122 km:s s  wave compared to the 

EF 37,5 OH. The total transports of the shipments moving between gates and 

 

tudy. Due to the fact that it has no mid buffer for storage of on hold or special 
 shipments or unload/load buffers used for second waves it needs 146 

gates making the gate cost high, storage of on hold and special handling at the 

-122 km
Total OH and spec. handl. Transports 344 113 231 km
Total truck hours per day 143,5 134,7 8,8 hours
Sum variable handling and equipment cost 8,5 8 0,5 MSEK

th
generated for these shipments than what is saved from having unload/load 
buffers for second waves in the mid buffer. 
 
From TRP information on the length that a shipment has been transported i
terminal can be retrieved. In table 3 this info
th
moving from gate to gate and between gates and on hold areas in the arriving- 
and departing time slot has been summed up. Information on the total forklift 
truck hours generated per day and the sum of variable components of handling-
and equipment costs for the two terminals is also presented. 
 

 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 Difference Unit
2nd wave

Total gate to gate transports 857 979  
 
 

Table 11e Internal transports 
 
As can be seen in table 11e the total transports of the shipments moving from

horter for the SEF 37,5 second
S
on hold areas are, however 231 km:s longer. This difference makes the total 
forklift hours generated per day 8,8 hours higher constituting 0,5 MSEK higher
cost for handling- and equipment cost per year for the SEF 37,5 second wave.  
 
SEF 30 
The SEF 30 is the least cost efficient terminal under the circumstances for this 
s
handling
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side. Due to this it is the longest of all terminals. Due to this the on hold and 
special handling shipments have to be transported over long distances making 
cost for handling and equipment high. 
 
The relative cost contribution of the different cost components is presented in
table 11f. 
 

 

 

 

 
The equipm

determining building co n considered, the cost 
r gates and floor. Even if there are more costs to be considered when building 

ke the 
ontribution of building cost to the total even smaller. Graph 4 illustrates how 

 

Cost SEF 30 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SE 40.5

Handling cost 71% 71% 72% 72% 72%
Equipment cost 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

 
 

2nd wave SLL
Building cost 25% 25% 24% 24% 24%

 
Table 11f Total cost components 

ent cost gives the smallest relative contribution to the total cost 
followed by the building cost while the handling cost gives the biggest. When 

st only two components have bee
fo
a terminal, these are the components that constitute the biggest costs.  
 
Furthermore, when estimating the annual total cost a ten-year economic life has 
been considered. A ten-year economic life is in accordance with corporate 
guidelines, this time period can however be expanded which would ma
c
the rating of the terminals as the economic life used for calculating the building 
cost contribution increases. 
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Graph 11a Economic life effect on annual terminal cost  
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Graph 11a illustrates an asymptotic behaviour that comes from increasing the 
economic life. As the economic life increases and the relative contribution of 
building cos  of 

andling- and equipment cost. This changes the order of rank between SEF 

ent 

ldings. 

11g 

resenting the difference  
 

 

o investigate if the differences are big enough to draw significant conclusions 
n appreciation of the error in the calculations were made. Since calculating the 

building cost is only a question of applying costs to the number of gates and the 
tal floor space in the terminal, which in turn was determined in a straight 

 OH assignment 
• The distance matrix 

e differences concerning the orientation of the on hold areas and 
different block sizes the it was hard to apply stringency in the method used for 
assigning trucks to on hold areas. Due to this there might be differences 

L 39,7 0,0 MSEK
40,0 0,3 MSEK

SEF 37.5 2nd wave 40,4 0,8 MSEK
SEF 37.5 40,6 0,9 MSEK
SEF 30 41,5 1,8 MSEK

t to the total decreases the total cost move towards the sum
h
37.5 2nd wave and SEF 37.5 as the economic life changes from 10 to 20 years 
since building cost it lower and handling and equipment cost higher for SEF 
37.5 2nd wave. The decreasing impact of building cost would imply that 
assuming a long economic life for the actual building, handling- and equipm
costs constitutes greater saving potentials. The potential for savings on the 
actual building is however closely related to how long it takes before new 
technology and innovations makes it possible to build more effective bui
 
Accuracy 
The differences in total annual cost between the terminals are small. Table 
presents the evaluated terminals rated after their total annual cost and 
p
to the SLL.
 

 
 

Layout Total cost Difference unit
SEF 37.5 SL
SE 40.5 

 

 
Table 11g. Total cost difference 

 
T
a

to
forward manner it was assumed that any errors on this cost should be 
insignificant. 
 
Two potential sources for error were however identified in the TRP-setup 
process: 

• The gate

 
Due to th
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affecting the work load calculation between the terminals. The impact of such 
e 

ariable 

argin for error of plus minus 3 %. When taking 
is into account the total annul costs were recalculated to intervals. These 

 

at least not  to 
istinguish between the SEF 37.5 2  wave and SEF 37.5.  

fault was assumed to be 5% on the transports to and from on hold areas. Th
average length for transports to and from on hold areas is 20% of the total 
distance over which shipments have been transported. The error on the v
handling- and equipment components was from the gate oh assignment was 
determined to be 20%*5%=1%. 
 
The risk for error in measuring the distances for the different distance matrix 
was assumed to be about 2 % on the variable handling- and equipment cost. 
These two errors would give a m
th
intervals for different lengths of economic life and terminals are presented in 
graph 11b. 
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Graph 11b Effect of estimated error on total annual cost 
 
This graph shows that the different layouts have overlapping cost intervals. It 
states that it can be firmly determined that the SEF 30 is not a suitable layout, 

for this shipment volume. It can also be seen that it is hard
ndd
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12 Conclusions 
The Terminal layout study shows that SEF SLL is the most cost efficient 
terminal standard for the studied set of shipment data. This requires that it is 
possible to decrease the length of the unload/load buffer from 10.4 to 9.1 
meters and increase space utilization from 52 to 68 percent. It is not yet proven 
that this is possible and should be investigated further. 
 
If it is not possible to decrease the length of the unload/load buffer the winner 
is SEF40.5. However, the difference in total cost in less than 0.3 MSEK 
between SEF40.5 and SEF 37.5 which makes it difficult not to call it a tie. 
 
Under the circumstances for which this study is made special handling and on 
hold shipments should be stored in the middle of the building.  
 
Concerning the orientation of the storage of special handling and on hold, 
placing it on the side of the building generates more handling cost. At an 
economic life span of the building of 10 years the cost saving from a decreased 
number of gates makes up for the increased handling. As the economic life of 
the building increases and the impact of building cost on total cost becomes 
smaller it is more cost efficient placing storing special handling and on hold 
shipments in the middle of the building.  
 
Building cost corresponds to less than 25 percent of total cost when economic 
life is set to ten years. The small difference in total cost and the little 
significance of building cost leads to a final conclusion. It is more important to 
plan the terminal well, than to use the optimal terminal standard. 
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Appendix A – Flowcharts 
This appendix presents flowcharts for the different shipment types in the 
arriving and departing time slot. 
 
Flowchart: Arriving time slot 
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Unload/load buffer:  
Shipments arrive with line haul trucks and are unloaded by DHL staff. 
Shipments with contents that is costly or needs to be kept at a specific 
temperature is taken to the special handling area.  
 
NCY shipments are scanned and coded. The coding involve writing the gate 
number of the gate where the PuD that will deliver the shipment docks. When 
scanned and coded the NCY shipments are transported by forklift truck to the 
unload/load buffers where they will be loaded to PuD. 
 
COY shipments arrive consolidated in cages. When a cage is unloaded it is 
transported by forklift truck to the COY-sort 
 
COY-sort: 
When a cage with COY shipments arrives at the COY-sort they are fed into the 
sorting system, scanned and coded. The shipments are taken from the sorting 
system and placed into cages. When a cage is full it is transported by forklift 
truck to the unload/load buffers where the COY-shipments will be loaded to 
PuD. 
 
Unload/load buffer: 
The PuD driver loads the NCY- and COY-shipments that are to be delivered on 
his route. When loading the shipments the driver separates NDT and ANO 
shipments and which are scanned and taken to the designated on hold area. The 
driver also loads any LDT, ANO, LBH, LOC or RET shipments that are to be 
delivered on that specific day. 
 
Shipments that are discovered to be damaged, in need of a new label or updated 
address are taken to their special handling areas. 
 

 



 
Flowchart: Departing time slot 
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Unload/load buffer:  
Shipments arrive with PuD and are unloaded by the PuD driver. Shipments 
with contents that is costly or needs to be kept at a specific temperature is taken 
to the special handling area. RET shipments that could not be delivered on the 
rout are taken to the on hold area along with any LOC shipments. 
 
NCY shipments are scanned and coded. The coding involve writing the gate 
number of the gate where the PuD that will deliver the shipment docks. When 
scanned and coded the NCY shipments are transported by forklift truck to the 
unload/load buffers where they will be loaded to line haul trucks. 
 
COY shipments arrive consolidated in cages. When a cage is unloaded it is 
transported by forklift truck to the COY-sort 
 
COY-sort: 
When a cage with COY shipments arrives at the COY-sort they are fed into the 
sorting system, scanned and coded. The shipments are taken from the sorting 
system and placed into cages. When a cage is full it is transported by forklift 
truck to the unload/load buffers where the COY-shipments will be loaded to 
line haul. 
 
Unload/load buffer: 
DHL staff loads the NCY- and COY-shipments that are to be transported to 
other terminals with line haul. When loading the shipments the driver separates 
NDT shipments and which are scanned and taken to the designated on hold 
area. The driver also loads any NDT or LBH shipments that are to be 
transported on that specific day. 
 
 
Shipments that are discovered to be damaged, in need of a new label or updated 
address are taken to their special handling areas. 
 
 

 



Flowchart: Departing time slot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Flowchart: Valuable/TempFlowchart: Valuable/Temp
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Unload/load buffer: 
Shipments with contents that is costly or needs to be kept at a specific 
temperature are separated from the other shipments in the unload/load buffer. 
 
Valuable goods area: 
Shipments with costly contents are transported to the valuable goods area 
where they are scanned and coded. These shipments will be stored here until its 
time to be loaded on to line haul or PuD, depending on time slot 
 
Temperate good area: 
Shipments with contents that needs to be kept at a specific temperature are 
transported to the temperate goods area where they are scanned and coded. 
These shipments will be stored here until its time to be loaded on to line haul or 
PuD, depending on time slot. 
 
Unload/load buffer: 
The shipments are loaded to PuD or line haul.

 



Flowchart: Damaged/New label/New Address 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flowchart: Damadged/New label/New AddressFlowchart: Damadged/New label/New Address
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Damaged: 
A damaged shipment is taken to the special handling area. In this area it is 
scanned and the customer is contacted. 
 
New label: 
If a shipment is need of a new label it is taken to the special handling area 
where it is scanned and a new label is generated. 
 
New address: 
If a shipments needs to have its address updated it is taken to the special 
handling area where it is scanned and the address is updated. 
 
 

 



Appendix B –TRP Setup 
This chapter describes how TRP was set-up for the workload calculation for the 
different terminals. Since these calculations is made on shipment data from  
Västberga terminal some information from the original TRP set-up of this 
terminal was used. Since this set-up is done by the operating manager at 
västberga this information was assumed to be correct. However, in some areas 
improvements concerning for example the assigning of LH routes to gates were 
made. 
 

Arriving line haul 
In the original TRP setup of Västberga arriving line haul gates there were 25 
terminals and 52 line haul trucks using 29 gates. In table 1 the terminals from 
which shipments arrive, their code and the number of trucks used per route are 
presented.  
 Terminal location Terminal code Number of trucks

Malmö 1210 2
Hässleholm 1420 1
Helsingborg 1510 2
Halmstad 1530 2
Göteborg 2210 5
Lidköping 2310 2
Borås 2410 4
Örebro 2710 2
Karlstad 2810 1
Norrköping 3210 3
Motala 3310 2
Linköping 3410 1
Jönköping 3510 3
Växjö 3710 1
Oskarshamn 3820 1
Visby 4260 1
Uppsala 4310 2
Eskilstuna 4410 2
Borlänge 4510 1
Gävle 4610 1
Sundsvall 4710 3
Östersund 4740 1
Skellefteå 4810 3
Umeå 4820 3
Luleå 4850 3

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 Line haul trucks per arriving line haul consignee 
 

Table 1. The terminals from which shipments arrive to Västberga in the 
arriving time slot and the number of trucks used for transporting the shipments. 
 
When setting up the arriving line haul gates the same number of trucks as in the 
original set up of Västberga was used. In order to minimize handling, trucks 
that deliver high volumes of shipments should unload at central positioned 
gates in the terminal. However when setting up the line haul gates there are two 
restrictions: 

 



 
In order to keep operations in the terminal simple trucks delivering shipments 
from the same terminal should dock at adjacent gates. 
 
Trucks that share the same gate must arrive at the terminal at different times, 
with enough time between them for unloading. 
 
Information concerning the number of shipments per line haul gate in the 
arriving time slot in the original TRP set-up of Västberga is presented in graph 
1. 
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Graph 1 Shipments per arriving line haul gate 

 
Graph 1. Shipments/ arriving line haul gate in the original Set up, n represents 
the first index in the arriving line haul gate sequence. 
 
It seemed as if improvements could be made to the arriving line haul set-up and 
a new was generated. Restriction one states that line haul trucks arriving with 
shipments from the same terminal should unload from adjacent gates. Too keep 
within this restriction the number of shipments/terminal was investigated; this 
information is presented in graph 2. 
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Graph 2 Shipments per terminal for the arriving time slot 

 
Graph 2. The volume of shipments per terminal in the arriving time slot. 
 
From graph 2 it can be determined that the terminal from which the largest 
volume of shipments arrive is terminal 2210. Information presented in table 1 
states that these shipments arrive on five trucks. Consequently terminal 2210 
was assigned to the five most central gates in the arriving line haul gate 
interval.  
 
Restriction 2 states that if two trucks use the same gate, there must be enough 
time between the arrivals of those two trucks for unloading the one that is first 
to arrive. Under the assumption that this sequencing was well-planned trucks 
from other terminals using the same gates as trucks from 2210 was assigned to 
the same gates as they were in the original set-up. In the next step the four 
trucks from 2410 was assigned to the four second most central gates and so on 
until all line haul trucks had been assigned gates. The generated arriving line 
haul gate set-up that was used is presented in table 2. 
 
Table 2. The arriving line haul gate set-up used for calculating workload. n 
represents the first index in the sequence of arriving line haul gates. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Arriving line haul gate index
n 4710 4810 4820 4850

n+1 4710 4810 4820 4850
n+2 4710 4810 4820 4850
n+3 4610
n+4 3310
n+5 4510 2310
n+6 1420
n+7 3510
n+8 3510 1510
n+9 1510 2710

n+10 1210 2710
n+11 1210
n+12 2210
n+13 2210 3210
n+14 2210 2810
n+15 2210 3310
n+16 2210 3510
n+17 2410
n+18 2410
n+19 2410 4310
n+20 2410 4310
n+21 3210 3710
n+22 3210 2310
n+23 4410
n+24 4410 1530
n+25 1530
n+26 3820
n+27 4740 3410
n+28 4260

Terminal code

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Table 2 Terminal codes per arriving line haul gate 
 
The number of shipments per gate for the new arriving line haul gate set-up is 
presented in graph 3. 
 

Graph 3 
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Graph 3. The new setup for arriving line haul gates, n represents the first 

arriving LH gate index. 
 
By comparing graph 2 with graph 3 it the new set-up seems to be better than 
the original. This assumption can be verified through calculating the number of 

 



shipments that arrive to most central-, second most central- and third most 
central third of the line haul gate interval in the two set-ups.  
 
 

AC B CB

Arriving Line haul gates 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Arriving line haul gate categorization 
 
Figure 1 illustrates a terminal building with the arriving line haul gates marked. 
The letter A represents the most central third of the gates, B the second most 
central and C the third most central.  
 
 New Set-up Old Set-up

A 2938 2913
B 2507 2053
C 595 1074
Sum 6040 6040

 
 
 
 

Table 3 Unloaded shipments per arriving line haul gate category 
 

Table 3 presents the number of shipments being unloaded from the gates in the 
three thirds. From this table it can be concluded that the new setup should 
generate less handling than the old since 1074 – 595 = 479 more shipments are 
unloaded from the third most central third in the old set-up compared with the 
new. 

Delivery 
Hauler contractors, each responsible for an area around the terminal, operate 
the PuD function at Västberga. The gates used by one hauler are planned so 
that PuD:s operating adjacent areas load at adjacent gates. Furthermore haulers 
that operate adjacent areas also use sequential intervals of gates. This way, if 
one PuD is full, another PuD can relive the pressure by taking some of these 
shipments. This structure was assumed to be well planned at Västberga and for 
that reason maintained in this study. 
 
Some of the PuD routes served by Västberga are COY-routes, i.e. routes 
operated by vans picking up and delivering COY-shipments. The standard 
states that PuD:s operating COY-routes are to unload and load using the finger 
modules and since the purpose of this study is to evaluate the pallet handling 

 



module, these routes were all represented by one common gate in the delivery 
set-up. The PuD:s that are to be loaded from the pallet handling module are the 
117 PuD trucks determined from interviews with the hauler contractors, each 
loaded at their own gate. 
 
Through the interviews with the hauler contractors it had also been determined 
which postal code intervals they operated and how many PuD trucks they used. 
When setting up the delivery gates in TRP this information was used. The 
additional 10 % that was added to the number of PuD trucks due to suspected 
inaccurateness was relatively distributed between the routes. The set-up that 
was used is presented in table 4. 

Number of trucks Gateindex
2 n         to n+1 11400-11599 10000-10999
8 n+2     to n+9 11000-11199 11300-11399

10 n+10   to n+19 11200-11299 17500-17799 18100-18299 19600-19799
15 n+20   to n+34 11600-11699 11800-11899 16100-16399 16700-17199 17300-17499
36 n+35   to n+70 11700-11799 12000-12999 13000-13199 13300-13399 13500-13899 14100-14799
18 n+71   to n+88 16400-16599 18200-18399 18600-18799 19100-19299 19400-19499

3 n+89   to n+91 14800-14999
3 n+92   to n+94 18000-18099 18400-18599
2 n+95   to n+96 17800-18799

17 n+97   to n+113 15000-15399 61000-61999 64000-64699
3 n+114 to n+116 13200-13299 13400-13499 13900-13999

Postal code interval

 
Table 4 Postal code interval per gate 

 
Table 4. The delivery set-up used for the workload calculation. n represents the 
firs index in the delivery gate sequence. 
 

Departing line haul gates 
In the original TRP setup of Västberga arriving line haul gates there were 26 
terminals and 37 line haul trucks using 37 gates. In table 5 the terminals from 
which shipments arrive, their code and the number of trucks used per route are 
presented.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Terminal location Terminal code Number of trucks
Malmö 1210 2

1240 1
Hässleholm 1420 1
Helsingborg 1510 1
Halmstad 1530 3
Göteborg 2210 1
Lidköping 2310 1
Borås 2410 2
Örebro 2710 1
Karlstad 2810 2
Norrköping 3210 1
Motala 3310 1
Linköping 3410 2
Jönköping 3510 2
Växjö 3710 1
Oskarshamn 3820 1
Visby 4260 2
Uppsala 4310 2
Eskilstuna 4410 2
Borlänge 4510 2
Gävle 4610 1
Sundsvall 4710 1
Östersund 4740 1
Skellefteå 4810 1
Umeå 4820 1
Luleå 4850 1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 5 Line haul trucks per departing line haul destination 
 
Table 5. The terminals to which shipments depart from Västberga in the 
departing time slot and the number of trucks used for transporting the 
shipments. 
 
As in the case of arriving line haul which truck that unloads at which gates 
should be planned as good as possible under the same limitations. The original 
TRP set-up of västberga is presented in graph 4. 
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Graph 4 Shipments per departing line haul gates, original setup 

 

 



Graph 4. Shipments/departing line haul gate in the original Set up, n represents 
the first index in the departing line haul gate sequence. 
 
Using the same method and limitations as for the arriving line haul gates a new 
set-up for the arriving line haul gates was generated. The shipment volume per 
terminal in the departing time slot is presented in graph 5 . 
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Graph 5. Shipments per terminal, departing time slot. 
 
The generated arriving line haul gate set-up that was used is presented in table 
6. Departing line haul gate index Terminal code

n 3310
n+1 4740
n+2 3410
n+3 3820
n+4 2310
n+5 1510
n+6 3510
n+7 3510
n+8 3210
n+9 3210

n+10 4610
n+11 4610
n+12 4710
n+13 4310
n+14 4310
n+15 1210
n+16 1210
n+17 2210
n+18 2210
n+19 2210
n+20 4410
n+21 4410
n+22 3710
n+23 3710
n+24 4510
n+25 4510
n+26 2710
n+27 2710
n+28 2810
n+29 2410
n+30 4850
n+31 1420
n+32 1530
n+33 4820
n+34 4810
n+35 1240
n+36 4260

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6 Terminal code per gate 

 



Table 6. The departing line haul gate set-up used for calculating workload. n 
represents the first index in the sequence of departing line haul gates. 
 
 
The number of shipments per gate for the new arriving line haul gate set-up is 
presented in graph 6. 
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Graph 6 Shipments per departing line haul gate, new setup 

 
Graph 6. The new setup for departing line haul gates, n represents the first 
departing LH gate index. 
 
 
Evaluating the two set-ups the same way as the arriving line haul set-up was 
evaluated generates the result presented in table 7. 
 
 New Set-up Old Set-up

A 3981 3155
B 2115 2827
C 1837 1951
Sum 7933 7933

 
 
 
 

Table 7 Unloaded shipments per departing line haul gate category 
 
From the result presented in table 7 it can be concluded that the new set-up 
should generate less handling since more shipments are unloaded in most 
central third (A) of the departing line haul gate interval in that set-up.  

 



Pick up 
In the original TRP set-up of Västberga 42 pick up gates was used. It was 
assumed that this was properly dimensioned and the same number of pick up 
gates was used for setting up TRP in this study. 

Activities 
The activities that were used were the same as in the original TRP set-up. They 
are presented along with their activity times in table 8. 

 

Activity Nr S ave. S stdav E ave. E stdav
Lossning, Egen 1 15 0 3
Lossning, Chaufför 2 23 0 3
Godsmott/ScanKod/Sortering, stycke 3 18 0
Godsmott/ScanKod, värdebur 4 10 0
Thermogods/Sortering 5 11 0
Sortering, värdebur 6 8 0
Påmatning 7 12 0
Scanning och kodning 8 14 0
Burläggning 9 16 0
Lastning, Egen 10 30 0 3
Lastning, Chaufför 11 30 0 3

Activity time

0
0

0
0

Table 8 Activity time 
 
Table 8.  The activities that were used for the study, along with the average 
times. The columns S ave. and S stdav. represents the average time and 
standard deviation for handling a NCY shipment. The columns E ave. and E 
stdav. represents the average time and standard deviation for handling a COY 
shipment. 

Areas 
When defining the areas where activities are performed, their area indexes were 
assigned the appropriate activities. Table 9 presents which activities that were 
used on the different types of areas. 
 

Table 9 Flow type activities 
 

Area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Unload/load buffer Arriving line haul X X
Unload/load buffer Departing line haul X
Unload/load buffer Delivery X X
Unload/load buffer Pick up X
COY-sort X X X
Valuable/temp area X X X

Activities
11

 

 



When defining the areas where shipments are stored while waiting for further 

hare 

Distances 
minal that was evaluated a drawing was made in MS Excel, with 

Variables 
ble average truck speed the value 2,8 meters per second was used. 

transport the area indexes of those areas were assigned the gate indexes of the 
gates whose shipments were stored there. Since there only are 50 indexes for 
areas and one was assigned to the COY-sort, one to Valuable/temp area and 
three to OH departing there were only 45 indexes that could be used for 
assigning the 117 OH areas for PuD:s. Because of this the PuD:s had to s
the indexes. Each index represented the OH area for three or four PuD:s. 

For every ter
all gates, areas and their indexes. This drawing was used for measuring the 
distances in the terminal. The distances were recorded in a 250 times 250-
element matrix, which was imported into TRP. 

For the varia
For the variable parcels/cage the value 32 determined from the studies in 
Västberga and Uppsala was used. 
 
 
 

 



Appendix C – Layout calculations 
 
Table 1 

In Out Average Turnover Volume NCY space ratio NCY packing ratio Space
shp shp shp days shp ppl/shp m2/ppl m2

NDT 6 14 10 3 30 1,04 1,17 37
ANO 47 103 75 3 225 1,04 1,17 274
RET 11 6 3 17 1,04 1,17 20
LBH 42 25 34 1 34 1,04 1,17 41
DAM 10 5 1 5 1,04 1,17 6
VAL 14 14 14 0,5 7 1,04 1,17 9
LBH LH 55 21 38 1 38 1,04 1,17 46
DAM 8 6 7 1 7 1,04 1,17 9
VAL 16 16 16 0,5 8 1,04 1,17 10
LOC 294 137 216 1 216 1,04 1,17 262
 
Table 2 

SEF 30
Length(m) 11,75 11,75 11,75 11,75
Width(m) 3,75 3,75 3,75 3,75
Block size (m2) 44,1 44,1 44,1 44,1
Blocks 35 3 1 1
SE 37,5
Length(m) 6,50 10,40 10,40 10,40
Width(m) 6,00 3,75 3,75 3,75
Block size (m2) 39 39 39 39
Blocks 40 3 1 1
SE 40.5
Length(m) 10,40 10,40 10,40 10,40
Width(m) 3,75 3,75 3,75 3,75
Block size (m2) 39 39 39 39
Blocks 40 3 1 1
SEF SLL
Length(m) 9,10 9,10 9,10 9,10
Width(m) 3,75 3,75 3,75 3,75
Block size (m2) 34,1 34,1 34,1 34,1
Blocks 46 3 2 1

 
 

 



Table 3 
SEF 30 SEF 37,5 SEF 37,5 SEF 37,5 SE 40,5

2nd wave SLL
PuDs 117 117 117 117 117
Arriving LH 29 29 29 29 29
Gate centre line distance 3,75 3,75 3,75 3,75 3,75
Mid buffer block centre linte distance 0 6 6 9,1 3,75
SKU blocks 0 45 0 52 45
Number of forklift aisles 0 5 5 5 5
Forklift aisle width 0 3,5 3,5 3,5 3,5
Mid buffer located PuD 0 -2 32 10 15
Gates 146 146 114 136 131
Gates per side 73 73 57 68 66
Centre line distance 3,75 3,75 3,75 3,75 3,75
Length pallet handling module 274 274 214 255 248

 
 
Table 4 

SEF 30 SEF 37.5 2nd wave SEF 37.5 SEF 37.5 SLL SEF 40.5
OH module blocks 45 45 2 0 0
CD wall 3,75 3,75 3,75 0 0
CD MB 0 6 6 0 0

OH wall 45 35 2 0 0
OH MB 0 10 0 0 0
Length OH module 86,25 67,5 3,75 0 0

 



Table 5 
SEF 30
SKU category NCY trips COY trips Sum of trips Blocks Ratio Rank
MB PuD - - - - - -
OH arriving 338 0 338 35 10 3
OH departing 38 3 41 3 14 1
VAL 14 0 14 1 14 1
DAM 10 0 10 1 10 3

SEF 37.5
SKU category NCY trips COY trips Sum of trips Blocks Ratio Rank
MB PuD - - - - - -
OH arriving 338 0 338 40 8 4
OH departing 38 3 41 3 13 2
VAL 14 0 14 1 14 1
DAM 10 0 10 1 10 3

SEF 37.5 2nd wave
SKU category NCY trips COY trips Sum of trips Blocks Ratio Rank
MB PuD 464 32 496 32 16 1
OH arriving 338 0 338 40 8 5
OH departing 38 3 41 3 14 2
VAL 14 0 14 1 14 2
DAM 10 0 10 1 10 4

SEF 37.5 SLL
SKU category NCY trips COY trips Sum of trips Blocks Ratio Rank
MB PuD 145 10 155 10 16 1
OH arriving 338 0 338 46 7 4
OH departing 38 3 41 3 14 2
VAL 14 0 14 2 7 4
DAM 10 0 10 1 10 3

SE 40.5
SKU category NCY trips COY trips Sum of trips Blocks Ratio Rank
MB PuD 218 15 233 15 16 1
OH arriving 338 0 338 40 8 5
OH departing 38 3 41 3 14 2
VAL 14 0 14 1 14 2
DAM 10 0 10 1 10 4

 
 

 



 
 

Appendix D- Layout results 
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Appendix E – TRP results 
 
SEF 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A
Los

ctivities S E Total S E Total Total Incl slack
sning, Egen 18,35 6,13 24,48 0,00 0,00 0,01 24,49 28,16
sning, Chaufför 0,00 0,00 0,00 34,92 9,30 44,22 44,22 50,85

mott/ScanKod/Sortering, stycke 21,47 0,00 21,47 26,69 0,00 26,69 48,15 55,37
mott/ScanKod, värdebur 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

hermogods/Sortering 0,22 0,00 0,22 0,35 0,00 0,35 0,57 0,65
debur 0,16 0,00 0,16 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,41 0,47

atning 0,00 24,50 24,50 0,00 37,19 37,19 61,69 70,94
anning och kodning 0,00 28,58 28,58 0,00 43,39 43,39 71,97 82,77

0,00 32,67 32,67 0,00 49,59 49,59 82,25 94,59
tning, Egen 0,00 0,00 0,00 39,41 7,94 47,34 47,34 54,44
tning, Chaufför 41,15 7,36 48,51 0,00 0,00 0,00 48,51 55,79

ruckkörning 55,92 6,33 62,25 54,60 13,23 67,83 130,08 149,59

Arriving hours Departure hours

Los
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Gods
T
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Påm
Sc
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T
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Maximum number of forklifts 

 



 

SEF 37.5 2nd wave 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A
Los

ctivities S E Total S E Total Incl slack
sning, Egen 18,35 6,13 24,48 0,00 0,00 0,01 24,49 28,16
sning, Chaufför 0,00 0,00 0,00 34,92 9,30 44,22 44,22 50,85

mott/ScanKod/Sortering, stycke 21,47 0,00 21,47 26,69 0,00 26,69 48,15 55,37
mott/ScanKod, värdebur 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

hermogods/Sortering 0,22 0,00 0,22 0,35 0,00 0,35 0,57 0,65
debur 0,16 0,00 0,16 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,41 0,47

atning 0,00 24,50 24,50 0,00 37,19 37,19 61,69 70,94
anning och kodning 0,00 28,58 28,58 0,00 43,39 43,39 71,97 82,77

0,00 32,67 32,67 0,00 49,59 49,59 82,25 94,59
tning, Egen 0,00 0,00 0,00 39,41 7,94 47,34 47,34 54,44
tning, Chaufför 41,15 7,36 48,51 0,00 0,00 0,00 48,51 55,79

ruckkörning 51,22 5,46 56,68 56,45 11,63 68,09 124,77 143,49
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SEF 37.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A
Los

Number of activity hours 

ctivities S E Total S E Total Incl slack
sning, Egen 18,35 6,13 24,48 0,00 0,00 0,01 24,49 28,16
sning, Chaufför 0,00 0,00 0,00 34,92 9,30 44,22 44,22 50,85

mott/ScanKod/Sortering, stycke 21,47 0,00 21,47 26,69 0,00 26,69 48,15 55,37
mott/ScanKod, värdebur 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

hermogods/Sortering 0,22 0,00 0,22 0,35 0,00 0,35 0,57 0,65
debur 0,16 0,00 0,16 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,41 0,47

atning 0,00 24,50 24,50 0,00 37,19 37,19 61,69 70,94
anning och kodning 0,00 28,58 28,58 0,00 43,39 43,39 71,97 82,77

0,00 32,67 32,67 0,00 49,59 49,59 82,25 94,59
tning, Egen 0,00 0,00 0,00 39,41 7,94 47,34 47,34 54,44
tning, Chaufför 41,15 7,36 48,51 0,00 0,00 0,00 48,51 55,79

ruckkörning 48,41 6,15 54,56 49,38 13,21 62,59 117,15 134,72
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SEF 37.5 SLL 
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ctivities S E Total S E Total Incl slack
sning, Egen 18,35 6,13 24,48 0,00 0,00 0,01 24,49 28,16
sning, Chaufför 0,00 0,00 0,00 34,92 9,30 44,22 44,22 50,85

mott/ScanKod/Sortering, stycke 21,47 0,00 21,47 26,69 0,00 26,69 48,15 55,37
mott/ScanKod, värdebur 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

hermogods/Sortering 0,22 0,00 0,22 0,35 0,00 0,35 0,57 0,65
debur 0,16 0,00 0,16 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,41 0,47

atning 0,00 24,50 24,50 0,00 37,19 37,19 61,69 70,94
anning och kodning 0,00 28,58 28,58 0,00 43,39 43,39 71,97 82,77

0,00 32,67 32,67 0,00 49,59 49,59 82,25 94,59
tning, Egen 0,00 0,00 0,00 39,41 7,94 47,34 47,34 54,44
tning, Chaufför 41,15 7,36 48,51 0,00 0,00 0,00 48,51 55,79

ruckkörning 46,98 5,92 52,90 50,10 12,63 62,74 115,64 132,98
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SE 40.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activities S E Total S E Total Incl slack
Lossning, Egen 18,35 6,13 24,48 0,00 0,00 0,01 24,49 28,16
Lossning, Chaufför 0,00 0,00 0,00 34,92 9,30 44,22 44,22 50,85
Godsmott/ScanKod/Sortering, stycke 21,47 0,00 21,47 26,69 0,00 26,69 48,15 55,37
Godsmott/ScanKod, värdebur 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Thermogods/Sortering 0,22 0,00 0,22 0,35 0,00 0,35 0,57 0,65
Sortering, värdebur 0,16 0,00 0,16 0,25 0,00 0,25 0,41 0,47
Påmatning 0,00 24,50 24,50 0,00 37,19 37,19 61,69 70,94
Scanning och kodning 0,00 28,58 28,58 0,00 43,39 43,39 71,97 82,77
Burläggning 0,00 32,67 32,67 0,00 49,59 49,59 82,25 94,59
Lastning, Egen 0,00 0,00 0,00 39,41 7,94 47,34 47,34 54,44
Lastning, Chaufför 41,15 7,36 48,51 0,00 0,00 0,00 48,51 55,79
Truckkörning 48,34 5,76 54,10 51,17 12,78 63,95 118,04 135,75
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